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Abstract

This thesis provides a case study of the Government of Canada’s former Office of Critical Infrastructure Protection and Emergency Preparedness (OCIPEP) through the lens of horizontal management (part of New Public Management theory). This study demonstrates that the effective use of horizontal management (horizontality) may reduce fragmentation occurring when the goal of critical infrastructure protection requires organizations to work cross-jurisdictionally and in partnerships. This need to collaborate is due to the ownership problem: over 85 per cent of Canada’s critical infrastructure is owned by organizations other than the federal government.

Research methods include a background survey of literature on critical infrastructure protection, horizontal management and horizontality, and new public management; and interviews using a snowball sample of eight subjects who held various positions within OCIPEP to better understand what the organizational structure appeared to be from within the organization.

The research concludes that OCIPEP was not given the resources necessary to successfully fulfil its mandate. Results indicate the need for administrative and managerial support for horizontal endeavours, to encourage a “cultural context” of horizontality, as there are many organizational barriers to successfully using horizontality and collaborative methods. There were areas of success for OCIPEP, but more areas of weakness. Recommendations include additional study of the organization, a shift into a better-supported organization (which was accomplished with OCIPEP’s inclusion into Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness Canada), and clear delineation of roles between the Government of Canada and the owners of the critical infrastructure.
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Chapter One: Introduction

The Research Question

This thesis examines Canada’s former Office for Critical Infrastructure Protection and Emergency Preparedness (OCIPEP) through the lens of horizontal management (part of New Public Management theory), in order to demonstrate that greater reliance upon so-called horizontal management or horizontality will overcome fragmentation which results from the traditional, vertical divisions within modern governments. The aim is to show that the current use and continued development of horizontal management is the necessary approach for accomplishing Canada’s goal of protecting critical infrastructure. In order to understand why, the context within which Canada’s model for critical infrastructure protection has been developed must be understood, as must the challenges.

The Context

The creation of Canada’s Office of Critical Infrastructure Protection and Emergency Preparedness was announced on February 5th, 2001 by Prime Minister Jean Chrétien, to combine Emergency Preparedness Canada (EPC) and the Critical Infrastructure Protection Task Force. OCIPEP was created due to the widespread belief that both the physical and cyber segments of critical infrastructure were increasingly at risk for incapacitation due to deliberate, accidental, or age-related failures.

In Canada, concerns about the protection of critical infrastructure came to be widely recognized with preparations for the Y2K rollover and the need to update computers and cyber technologies to prevent unpleasant and possibly dangerous consequences, not just with regard to computers but also to all other utilities depending on computerized parts to make them work. This resulted in Emergency Preparedness
Canada working with other departments to compile a catalogue of essential services. After the year 2000 turnover came and went with no major incidents, other uses had to be found for the information already collected. In December 2000, the Government of Canada began a one year Critical Infrastructure Protection Task Force to research critical infrastructure, with the aim to report what (if any) role the Government of Canada should take with critical infrastructure protection. On February 5, 2001, Prime Minister Jean Chrétien announced the creation of the Office of Critical Infrastructure Protection and Emergency Preparedness, a civilian organization located within the Department of National Defence, to build upon and take over the Emergency Preparedness Canada organization. OCIPEP was given the dual mandate to deal with both critical infrastructure protection and emergency preparedness, and was at that time the only organization in the world with such a mandate. The Government of Canada created this office because of the widespread belief that both the physical and cyber segments of critical infrastructure were increasingly at risk of failure, either because of accidental, terrorist or natural disaster causes.

OCIPEP was created to fill specific needs: to provide an over-arching body capable of and dedicated to coordinating the critical infrastructure protection plans of not just the federal government, but also those of private industries, as well as provincial and municipal governments. Such coordination was (and continues to be) necessary due to increased technological integration. After a disaster strikes, first responders and the municipality or province (depending on the location of the disaster) are initially responsible for the response. Determining what role should be played by the Government of Canada can be difficult. After a disaster, blame for what did or did not happen in
response or what was or was not planned for is often passed, ultimately, to the Government of Canada even if the results of the disaster are not under the government’s legislated jurisdiction.

From OCIPEP’s creation until December 2003 when Prime Minister Paul Martin moved OCIPEP into the newly created department of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness Canada (PSEPC), OCIPEP acted as a lead agency that had the potential to educate, guide and possibly direct other departments in their actions and preparations for the protection of critical infrastructure. This posed a number of challenges, not the least of which was due to OCIPEP’s location within the Department of National Defence and the resulting issues of being within a department that did not really understand OCIPEP’s mandate or share its goals, as discussed in Chapter 3. These issues largely have been removed with the move to the new department and integration with the Solicitor General’s office, and time will tell if that move will improve the efficacy of PSEPC with regards to critical infrastructure protection, both as an organization and as a resource for other government departments and outside organizations.

**Challenges and Opportunities**

During its existence, OCIPEP was required to develop knowledge of critical infrastructure protection and the policy and administrative means available to address the complex problems involved. The abrupt beginnings of OCIPEP provided a disadvantage from the start, as the organization was announced and expected to be up and running within a very short time without the benefit of a lead-in time period to set up the organization and get the right people into the right positions. This compounded many of the other challenges that faced OCIPEP. There were challenges with staffing and
financial management and, while it is difficult to rank problems, the ownership challenge was mentioned time and time again as the most important issue that OCIPEP had to contend with.

Roughly 85 per cent of Canada’s critical infrastructure is owned by stakeholders other than the federal government (private business, provincial and municipal governments). This means that while the Government of Canada stated that OCIPEP would be the lead organization to ensure the continuity of Canada’s critical infrastructure, it was not as simple as creating and executing plans government-wide. The challenge of encouraging a widely diverse group of stakeholders to work with the government towards the same goals became the single most important one for OCIPEP, made even more difficult by the fact that critical infrastructure is not just one sector but spans ten categories of activity ranging from emergency services to manufacturing. Furthermore, each sector is in some way dependent upon other sectors: emergency services depend on a power source which may be electricity or fuel; each of which are also considered to be critical infrastructure. This emphasizes the need for coordination among all stakeholders.

Ultimately the protection and assurance of critical infrastructure is the responsibility of the owner of that critical infrastructure asset. This is complicated by two factors: that Canadians look to government in times of crisis or emergency to provide (or help others provide) critical services that citizens depend on; and that infrastructures are highly interdependent; that is, that if one utility fails other critical services depending on that utility may also fail. Regardless of which organization actually owns the

---

infrastructure, the Government of Canada is expected to provide guidance and assistance in making services operational and in keeping them operating, and to provide financial assistance during and after emergency situations. This expectation may result from a number of contributing factors: e.g., that many Canadians do not know or understand the constitutional division of jurisdiction between the federal government and the provinces, and thus look to whatever form of government appears to have the most resources (often money-wise) for help. Another factor also hearkens to the constitutional clause of “peace, order and good government,”\(^2\) that has been interpreted through the courts and the emergencies act to allow the federal government the authority to act during a national emergency.

Since many of the critical infrastructures are not owned by the Government of Canada, methods of guaranteeing, or assuring, the services must be developed. This was the potential of OCIPEP—an organization dedicated to (a) risk management, (b) assembling information on best practices, (c) information sharing between stakeholders, and (d) a resource for those responsible for critical infrastructure to use when planning for emergencies, and when dealing with consequences.

Connected to the ownership challenge was the opportunity to clarify roles and responsibilities which was an issue both within the federal government and with the provinces/territories and the private sector. OCIPEP was a de facto lead agency for critical infrastructure protection and emergency preparedness, but it did not and could not protect the infrastructure itself; that was up to the owners and operators. Defining the role of the lead agency versus lead sector departments was a key that could have allowed

\(^2\) Introduction of Section 91 of the Constitution Act, 1867.
OCIPEP to work well or fail completely. This introduces the idea of horizontality: when issues cross boundaries, jurisdictional distinctions become an issue that must be dealt with in order for the work to get done. A great deal of work with horizontal issues must be determining who does what, who leads, and how to partner with other constituents.\(^3\)

The challenge was to try to produce a critical infrastructure protection product, at the same time coordinating the efforts of others, in order to reduce redundancy and improve information sharing as much as possible.

The fact that critical infrastructure does not end at Canada’s borders must also be taken into account which means that while managing critical infrastructure protection within Canada is challenging in itself, plans must be made in conjunction with other countries sharing infrastructure. Phone lines, power lines, roads, and airspace are among the many shared infrastructures not belonging solely to Canada. Of course the power lines on Canadian land and those on American land are the responsibilities of their respective countries, but the electricity that travels the lines “belongs” to both. This is perhaps the most obvious reason behind the need for horizontal organization, as the Government of Canada cannot dictate to other countries how to behave (even with regard to how they choose to protect the critical infrastructure that might affect Canada), so the protection of critical infrastructure requires collaboration, the sharing of ideas, and a commitment to assuring each section of common infrastructure.

**Theoretical Background**

New Public Management theory posits that government will become more responsive by behaving more like a private business than by using what traditionally have

\(^3\) Confidential interview, December 15, 2004.
been known as governing behaviours. These new ideas include working towards greater efficiency by reducing redundancy and encouraging organizations to work more closely when conditions call for it rather than holding on to ideas of territory and jurisdiction that have been associated with the traditionally “vertical” public service.\textsuperscript{4}

\textit{Horizontal Management}

Horizontal management, or horizontality, is a method of organization used to work across boundaries such as those within the government (departments, committees) and those outside the government in order to integrate policies and service delivery through the sharing of information and development of new solutions. Horizontality brings people together who have common interests and responsibilities, to use each other’s knowledge and ideas to better address common concerns. It can involve any number of actions that resulting in working across traditional boundaries and will be discussed further in chapter 2. Utilizing horizontal management attempts to overcome the fragmentation that commonly arises due to vertical divisions within modern governments and the even greater divisions between governments and business and other, non-governmental industries.

Horizontal management, or horizontality, can be said to exist

\textit{when one or several managers of one or several organizations address a question no longer based exclusively on preoccupations for which they are responsible, but on a wider approach aiming at including interests, resources and constraints of other stakeholders of this field.}\textsuperscript{5}


\textsuperscript{5}Jacques Bourgault and René Lapierre, \textit{Horizontality and Public Management} (Ottawa: Canadian Centre for Management Development, 2000) 1.
These ideas are not brand new, as cooperative ventures demonstrating horizontal management have gone under names such as collaborations, alliances, interdepartmental actions, joint ventures, co-actions, and partnerships.\textsuperscript{6} The benefits of working in this manner include a more effective use of resources, both financial and human; exposure to differing organizational cultures and perspectives; and decreased redundancies. Further benefits include access to greater sources of knowledge and information sharing, greater potential for coherence and coordination, and the sharing of risks. Gathering together for the purposes of one specific project or initiative people who normally would not work together may allow for unique and inspired collaboration unhindered by the customs and traditions within a particular department or agency.

Such horizontality also has challenges. Dual loyalties of participants to their “home” organizations and to the horizontal project result in gray areas around information disclosure and the level to which an individual has the authority to speak for their home organization or commit it to a course of action. Trust, both inside the group and in the home organization, can be difficult to build and maintain.\textsuperscript{7}

Central to the concerns about horizontal government is accountability. The challenge of maintaining a clear sense of accountability is complicated by the crossing of boundaries inherent with horizontal projects, e.g. how to explain such a project and its outcomes to the public\textsuperscript{8}, as well as the question of personal accountability (for example,

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{6} Bourgault and Lapierre 1
  \item \textsuperscript{7} Bourgault and Lapierre 5
  \item \textsuperscript{8} Jacques Bourgault, \textit{Accountability and Horizontal Management: An Approach for the Quebec Federal Council, Report to Marlynn Brisebois} (Ottawa: Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat. 2002) 7.
\end{itemize}
performance evaluations). In Canada the tradition has been that an individual Minister is responsible for the works of his or her department, but with horizontal projects there is difficulty pinpointing who should take the role of responsibility when the project is part of more than one department. Further, challenges related to building consensus within the project group may lead to “group think”, where individuals succumb to the will of the group rather than taking into consideration information which might contradict the sometimes false consensus that group think contributes to. Each of these must be considered when weighing the use of horizontal management. With projects that cross jurisdictional boundaries there is no better way to coordinate the interested parties than to involve them in the development of the project.

For horizontal management to be successful, skilled and effective leadership is key. Such leaders must be able to effectively link the organization back to the vertical structures that have created the horizontal organization through the allocation of resources and/or the granting of authority for the project. A culture of trust and collaboration needs to be developed and maintained amongst the different entities involved, as must the momentum of the project. Support systems (such as a secretariat) must be adapted or created, and fit within existing vertical structures.\textsuperscript{9} Such adaptation may be well worth the effort given the positive results that may be realized by a well-chosen and organized horizontal project.

There are two dimensions to horizontality: that of a horizontal attitude or culture where individuals can communicate and share information across boundaries; and that of

\textsuperscript{9} James Lahey (Chair), \textit{Moving from the Heroic to the Everyday: Lessons Learned from Leading Horizontal Projects} (Ottawa: Canadian Centre for Management Development, 2001) 25.
specific horizontal projects that share resources between and within organizations to
work towards a specific outcome. OCIPEP falls within the second dimension. It requires
the use of horizontal management to fulfill its mandate of providing national leadership
through the provision of a new and comprehensive approach to the protection of
Canada’s critical infrastructure and to be the primary agency for the delivery of national
civil emergency preparedness. By definition, the make-up of Canada’s critical
infrastructure crosses the boundaries of many departments and consequently affects them
all.

OCIPEP and Horizontality

The Government of Canada defines critical infrastructure as being composed of: Physical and IT facilities, networks and assets whose disruption or
destruction would have a serious impact on: The health, safety, security, economic well-being of Canadians; or the effective functioning of
governments in Canada. This includes energy and utilities, communications, services such as financial and food services,
transportation, safety (including nuclear safety, search and rescue and emergency services), and government and the government-wide critical
systems like pensions, Employment insurance.¹⁰

OCIPEP requires coordination on both policy and management levels. Horizontal
management encompasses both levels which distinguishes it from what is traditionally
defined as “management”. Due to the inter-disciplinary nature of critical infrastructure
protection, including players at all levels of government and in the private sector, much
diplomacy and openness are required to plan in a meaningful way and to ascertain best
practices. The jurisdiction of each party must be respected while at the same time the

¹⁰Canada, Office of Critical Infrastructure Protection and Emergency Preparedness,
Slides-Presentation to DSAB Asymmetric Threats Study Team (Ottawa: January 15,
2002).
federal government must feel confident that its critical infrastructure protection will not be compromised through the failure of critical infrastructure under another organization’s jurisdiction.

The use of horizontal management creates a challenge for those who are implementing OCIPEP, primarily through the difficulty of creating legitimacy for a new institution, and through the necessity of the involved departments, organizations and governments taking seriously the fact that OCIPEP is in some ways charged with helping them with their implementation of critical infrastructure protection, whereas before it was strictly under their control. These difficulties can be as mundane as getting the same person from each department to attend OCIPEP meetings. Those with whom OCIPEP must negotiate and organize are members of both the public and private sectors, each of whom shares the aim of critical infrastructure protection but may use frameworks that consist of differing norms, values and motivations.

While this paper was written the Office of Critical Infrastructure Protection and Emergency Preparedness ceased to exist as a separate entity within the Government of Canada and was incorporated into the new department of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness Canada, which brings together the former OCIPEP, the activities of the former Solicitor General, and such organizations as the RCMP and CSIS in order to have all public safety and emergency preparedness activities within one overarching department. This has been a move from the lead-agency status of OCIPEP with its horizontal attitude to a department that still must work horizontally but may be perceived as having the increased legitimacy given by vertical structures. It is a more highly visible department that likely will make it easier to get the attention and cooperation of other
departments and provincial and territorial governments. Most interesting about this development is that while it initially decreases the horizontal aspect of OCIPEP, it likely will improve horizontal functioning through increased legitimacy and a higher profile as others may take it more seriously by feeling obliged to contribute to its activities.

Very little is written about the organizational structure of Canada’s critical infrastructure protection plans and about how they were managed. Concern for the ability of Canada to successfully protect its critical infrastructure has been expressed repeatedly by both Americans and Canadians, notably during the August 2003 power outage in Ontario and the North-Eastern United States. The importance of OCIPEP is apparent due to increased awareness of threats to critical infrastructures and their interdependencies, yet not a great deal of research has been done on the way that OCIPEP has been set up and how it conducts the business of protecting critical infrastructure.

When it comes to OCIPEP’s relation to business, private industries can do a more effective and efficient job of assuring their infrastructure without any Government of Canada involvement, which means that, unless the government provides reasons for that industry to share its knowledge and expertise, the government will lose out on that business’s experience and contributions to best practice models.

Case Study Format

This thesis was written in order to examine carefully, through a case study, a unique example in recent Canadian history of an organization that was set up and expected to operate using horizontal methods. Horizontal methods have been recognized as beneficial for the Government of Canada to use due to their ability to approach problems from multiple angles and ideally to use fewer resources to achieve the best
possible solution. Horizontal management has been put forward by the Government of Canada, largely through the Canada School of Public Service, as a method of achieving what was unlikely to be achieved through traditional, vertical management, with fewer costs.

It has also been recognized that horizontal management can cost greatly in financial, time and human resources, and may not be as efficient as working through the more traditional approach of vertical policy-making and service delivery based on line departments. There have always been multiple challenges when people attempt to work cooperatively, and horizontal projects within government frequently demonstrate this fact. The success or failure of such projects depends greatly on such factors as champions and leadership, tools and resources, how the central agencies react, and accountability. In the time that it existed, OCIPEP had far more challenges and difficulties than it did successes, and this is due to multiple factors to be discussed below, that include staffing, management, finance mismanagement, physical location and the difficulty of convincing stakeholders of the benefits of working with an emerging organization that had not fully been organized. Each of these challenges will be studied for the lessons offered, because the critical infrastructure protection can not be effectively achieved in any way other than horizontally. While it may be possible to retrospectively determine what worked well and what did not, this idea of cooperation and collaboration offers more than any other can to make Canada safer for everyone.

The case study format was chosen for this topic of horizontality and OCIPEP due to OCIPEP’s unique position within the Government of Canada. During the time that OCIPEP existed as a stand-alone agency it was unique both because of its mandate
requiring cross-jurisdictional work as its main activity and because of the “building the airplane at the same time as flying it,”¹¹ that OCIPEP was expected to be functional at the same time as it was developing and determining how it should work. While there is merit to studying the creation of OCIPEP in comparison with other organizations, in this circumstance a case study was determined to be a valuable addition to what is available regarding the development of a new organization and on the bridges built between organizations. The researcher started collecting information about this organization six months after its creation and has been able to assemble information throughout the three years that OCIPEP was in existence and note the evolution of rhetoric and policy even within the publicly available information through the Government. This is an important area for research due to the newness of this organization and the lack of research undertaken on this topic in a specific Canadian context. Ideally, the research will add to what is available on the development of a new organization within government, on the bridges built between organizations as the policy issue crosses traditional jurisdictional boundaries, and on how the organization changes when incorporated into a more traditionally recognized structure within a distinct federal department despite continuing to work horizontally.

An in-depth case study is a useful format to choose when working to increase knowledge about an organization. This idea comes from Harry Eckstein’s work on case studies with relation to their utility both in themselves and as an alternative to comparative works with regards to developing theory. Eckstein provides a continuum of views on the validity and utility of case studies, ranging from option one which states that

case studies and comparative studies are absolutely separate and unequal, with case studies providing only an unsophisticated precursor to a comparison; to option six which describes case studies as the most legitimate test of a theory, over and above comparative studies which may propose probabilities that case studies later can test.\textsuperscript{12} Of course extremes are primarily used to demonstrate the extent to which an idea or practice can be carried out. What is more helpful for justification of a case study in this paper is the option only slightly removed from the extreme, option five, which proposes that “…in attempting to validate theories, case studies and comparative studies generally are equal, even if separate, alternative means to the same end.”\textsuperscript{13} It goes on to allow that the choice between case and comparative studies might be based on arbitrary factors, or those less arbitrary such as “…the particular nature of theories, accessibility of evidence, skills of the researcher, or availability of research resources,”\textsuperscript{14}

The previously mentioned uniqueness of OCIPEP and the timeframe for completion of this paper were both contributing factors in the choice of a case study to examine OCIPEP. This also allowed for a more in-depth examination than would have been possible using a comparative method, considering the parameters of a Masters thesis. The utility of assessing the information comparatively would be valuable to “test” ideas put forward here, but is not required in order to learn lessons from a careful examination of OCIPEP.


\textsuperscript{13} Eckstein 93.

\textsuperscript{14} Eckstein 93.
Research Methods

The underpinning of good research is an appropriate, clearly defined and ethical methodology. This section will detail about the research method including ethical considerations, data collection tools, and procedures for confirming data.

Methodology

In addressing the research aim, “To show that the current use and continued development of horizontal management is the necessary approach for accomplishing Canada’s goal of protecting critical infrastructure,” the research undertaken was two-fold—the first being a survey of background information available through government publications and on the Internet. The second aspect included in-depth interviews with a select group of government employees who were employed with OCIPEP during some time period between its conception to its absorption into Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness Canada. Interviews were required to collect information on the rationale for the establishment of OCIPEP, its internal operations, and on how the practice of protecting critical infrastructure had changed given OCIPEP’s absorption into the new department of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness Canada, announced December 12, 2003. Given that publicly available information about the organization is filtered through a political lens, interviews were necessary to provide a more informed evaluation.

Elite and Specialized Interviewing

The format chosen for the interviews was that of Lewis Anthony Dexter’s Elite and Specialized Interviewing. What is unique about this approach is the acknowledgement that each interviewee receives an opportunity to tell their story or share
their information their way, using their definition of the situation. The interviewee is encouraged to structure the interview to what makes best sense for them and with their understanding, and by letting the interviewee introduce what s/he feels is relevant, rather than the interviewer imposing their own views.

The reasons for choosing a non-standardized interview are several. First, a more qualitative, open-ended approach is appropriate for an exploratory study of relatively recent events which are not well-documented or analyzed in secondary literature, and thus are open to differing, subjective interpretations. To capture the nuances and dynamics of these events it was preferable not to force respondents into pre-determined response categories. This allowed the information from later research stages to further contextualize the data collected during the earlier stages.15 Second, due to constraints of time and cost, only a small number of interviews were conducted. The small sample size meant there was limited potential for any aggregate type of analysis. A more structured interview style might have missed the wealth of information presented by the interviewees by searching for more specific information, and information revealed might have been put aside as not useful because it did not fall within specific parameters.

Third, the reason for interviewing was to access information that would otherwise be unavailable, as what is readily available is filtered through the government. While that information is useful for background it does not necessarily provide insight into reasons

15 “For instance, during the stage of formulating the research questions, some interviewing is already carried out. Findings from the interviews further determine the interview questions, that in their turn give shape to further observation. In short…a continuous moving back and forth between the diverse stages of the research project.” Piet J. M. Verschuren, “Case Study as a Research Strategy: Some Ambiguities and Opportunities,” International Journal of Social Research Methodology 6:2 (2003): 131-132.
behind the decisions made or the climate within the organization at specific times. It was also important to let the information unfold as it would and to be able to use whatever information the interviewees felt was relevant. While questions were prepared to prompt discussion, they were deliberately open-ended.

Subjects and Interviews

Eight subjects were interviewed. The first interviewee was an individual referred to me by my thesis advisor; whose expertise stems from having been employed in the organization for several years. Additional subjects were suggested by the first interviewee (snowball sample). Each subject was asked via e-mail if they would be interested in participating in this study. Interviews took between 30 minutes and one hour, depending upon the length of responses and time that respondents had available. The differences in time were due to the fact that this was not a standard structured interview.

The use of a “snowball sample” was a useful choice for this case study, as only one potential interviewee declined the invitation to be interviewed, and that was through attrition after many efforts to schedule a mutually convenient time. The other prospective interviewees contacted chose to be interviewed and a few passed on additional names of people who might have been willing to help. It was not possible to contact each person who was referred as a potential subject due to time constraints. Initially, the researcher hoped to interview between three and six subjects, however, due to the positive response the final total was eight.

Interviews took place over the telephone as all subjects work in Ottawa, with telephone interviews arranged via e-mail. The e-mail provided a summary of the research questions, information about confidentiality, data storage, and the process with which the
subjects could choose to contribute to the research—the initial interview, follow-up interview(s) if desired, and approval of written information gathered from the interview. Depending upon the subjects’ wishes, they might be interviewed once or more than once if they preferred to add to the research at a later date.

Each interview was recorded on audio-cassette, with the researcher taking notes from each recording. The recording was done with a tape recorder connected to the telephone which meant that the conversations could happen normally rather than trying to take notes while the subject was speaking. Each subject was informed of the recording both in the e-mail and at the beginning of the interview and given the option instead to be recorded through the researcher’s making notes. Subjects could also change their minds after being interviewed and could have their information removed by contacting the researcher by phone or e-mail. The information would then be removed from the study and destroyed.

Consent was obtained via e-mail and verbally over the phone. Formal written consent was not obtained as subjects’ consent was voluntary and understood due to the number of e-mail contacts before an interview took place. Subjects were informed during the telephone interview that they could refuse to answer a question or end the interview entirely at any time without repercussion. Appendix A contains the text of the introductory e-mail. This study involved no deception on the part of the researcher and presented minimal risk to the subjects due to the guarantee of confidentiality on the part of the researcher.

Subjects are not named or identified in any way in the thesis. At the completion of the thesis, notes, audio-cassettes of interviews and electronic files were destroyed. Until
that time, data was stored in a locked filing cabinet at the researcher’s personal residence and on a personal computer (which was password protected and not networked to other computers) so that no other people had access to it. There was no compensation for the subject’s participation.

Interview Questions

Questions asked of subjects revolved around the subject’s involvement with OCIPEP and what their experience had been working in that environment. Questions then revolved around the subject’s perceptions and opinions about the rationale for the creation of OCIPEP, the challenges faced by the organization and how they were or were not addressed, and how OCIPEP worked with line departments and provinces. Respondents were asked if OCIPEP was a different environment in which to work because of the cross-jurisdictional nature of the work compared to traditional line departments. If a respondent was involved with the transition after December 12, 2003, questions were asked about this process. Open-ended questions were used to encourage respondents to provide their experiences, perspectives and interpretations. This was important as the subjects know better what was important in their experience and this allows a check to the researcher’s biases that may come up through asking one question rather than another, or following one line of inquiry while ignoring other more salient points. The information sought concerned why OCIPEP was created, how it was organized, how it worked with other departments, and how well it fulfilled its mandate.

To provide respondents with the opportunity to review the researcher’s interpretation of what they said, the information from interviews was written up and sent to them with their responses highlighted, if applicable. Subjects could give feedback on
the researcher’s interpretation and could also choose to remove their information from the study at that point.

**Ethical Considerations**

The project received ethical approval from the Joint-Faculty Research Ethics Board at the University of Manitoba on November 16, 2004. There was a guarantee of confidentiality for subjects both in the interview process as no subject was identified as having participated or not in when speaking to other subjects or potential subjects, though some contacted parties did agree that their names could be used to invite further subjects to be interviewed. Each subject was sent parts of the thesis to which they had contributed in order to proofread it for accuracy, and to ensure that it was written in a way that was non-attributable. In a small organization such as OCIPEP, where most people know each other, this was important in order to encourage candour and to prevent the identification of opinions with specific individuals. A breakdown of the divisions and positions in which each subject worked is not included here for that very reason, that it could be easy for people with knowledge of the organization and those who worked in it to identify some or all of the subjects.

**Study Risks**

A potential risk in using a sample where subjects refer further subjects is that the diversity of opinion and experience might not be fully represented, as people are likely to associate with others who share the same experiences or outlooks. This risk was considered and noted, and while it is a possible weakness for this case study, the choice of eight subjects was considered acceptable due to the potential sample size of OCIPEP which was just over 300 people at its end point. Data collected from subjects was not
identical, and while some similarities were noted, there was enough diversity of opinion and presentation that the data was useful. Subjects were located throughout the organization, from a senior management level, middle management, and those who started their careers with OCIPEP. Subjects also differed in age, experience, and current job positions.

Telephone interviewing was the method of choice due to the subjects’ location in Ottawa and the researcher’s location in Winnipeg. The possibility was considered of the researcher travelling to Ottawa to do the interviews in person, but discarded due to the logistics of trying to set up all interviews in a time span of a week or less, especially considering that subjects referred subsequent subjects. In the case of in-person interviews, multiple trips to Ottawa would have been required, and that was not a possibility financially or time wise for the researcher. An advantage of the telephone interview using audio recording was the relatively low distraction level, and the ease of transcription as the only information available was audio.

**Research Outcomes**

Research was carried out with due consideration to ethical issues, and according to guidelines provided by the University of Manitoba Ethical Review committee. All efforts were made to ensure that subjects would remain confidential and the information they provided would be unidentifiable to others within the organization. Cooperation shown by former employees of OCIPEP was exceptional, and further research would be expected to be relatively easy to conduct.

While it is always easier to use hindsight to critique an organization, the need for horizontal management when administering a field as diverse as that of critical
infrastructure protection has not changed. The problems with OCIPEP resulted from human error ranging from an unreasonable optimism in thinking that the organization could set itself up at the same time as it could begin to produce results, to unacceptable financial management methods and poor human resource management. All of these were results of people learning about a new system at the same time as trying to operate within it. This is one of the drawbacks of horizontality: it is so dependant upon human cooperation that in the absence of strong leadership and a unifying vision it will fail. This is also its greatest potential, the ability to approach a problem with options and ideas bounded only by the imaginations of the people involved.
Chapter Two: Horizontal Management

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the management of organizations, starting with an examination of new public management and moving on to one of new public management’s subsets, horizontal management. First, new public management will be defined, its origin and its connection to more “traditional”, vertical management will be examined. Next, horizontal management, which branches out of new public management, will be defined and its origins examined. Benefits of horizontal management for organizations will be followed by an exploration of difficulties of horizontal management. A discussion of the specific issues of leadership, tools and resources, and accountability will round out the chapter, focusing on the case study framework that Herman Bakvis and Luc Juillet used in their 2004 publication for the Canada School of Public Service: *The Horizontal Challenge: Line Departments, Central Agencies and Leadership*.

The study of organizational management is concerned with the structure and style of management, consisting of both vertical and horizontal differentiation; vertical meaning the number of levels in an organization’s hierarchy, horizontal concerning the division of labour at the same hierarchical level. It also examines the concentration of authority and the extent to which the decision-making occurs either within the organization or outside it (in the case of a larger company).  

New Public Management

New public management is the practice of deliberately making the management of government more like that of a private business in order to reduce expenditures,
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increase citizen (client) satisfaction, and improve service delivery. This is perhaps not so “new” a way of managing as the name might suggest, as here in Canada the practice of approaching public management using private sector methods has been used intermittently since the early 1900s due to budget crunches and the public’s loss of confidence in public institutions.\(^{17}\) The United Kingdom, the United States, Australia, New Zealand and Canada have each used various forms of new public management in the revision of government administration.

Ultimately, new public management seeks to change the role of the state through “letting the managers manage,” by clearing away some of the bureaucratic barriers in order to better serve the citizen-clients and increase citizen satisfaction through “an insistence on results rather than an adherence to prescribed procedures, to the removal of excessive central agency controls over line departments, [and] the delegation of more authority to public managers.”\(^{18}\) Motivation for many of these changes is provided through the need to reduce government spending yet continue to supply the services demanded by society. This is often accomplished through privatization, networks within government, and partnerships with external service providers, volunteer organizations, non-governmental organizations and throughout government\(^\text{19}\). There is also a shift to
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implementing pay-for-service fees rather than the funds coming from the general pool of taxes.

Governing under the new public management paradigm often involves transforming the public service from an institution made up of large departments (which is operated on the basis of government-wide systems and rules and with central authorities allocating resources), to a civil service consisting of more diversified entities (other than the traditional departments) with decision-making decentralized and with more insistence on and measurement of results.

Efforts at restructuring the state according to the principles of new public management can be traced back to Margaret Thatcher in the United Kingdom with her efforts to increase the state’s responsiveness to the public by decreasing its power, to improve the economic efficiency of government through private management practices, and empower citizens to “counter the dominance of state control over the design and delivery of public services.”

Devolution was considered to be a primary tool, that is, moving power from the hierarchical centre towards the fringes so that decision-making occurs closer to constituents to improve resource productivity with no decrease in the public service offerings. Successful devolution relies on clear directions given to the people charged with implementing services regarding policy direction and a continuous attention to accountability and responsibility both for front-line service providers and those public servants managing organizations. If the desired direction is unclear the

---
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advantages that devolution promises may be moot due to less successful application of the policy directions.

Ultimately the appeal of new public management is due to the negatives attached to the “old public administration,” such as the limited citizen involvement and slow response inherent in a top-down system directed by a centralized bureaucracy. The very neutrality that is inherent in traditional public administration is still a requirement, but does not require that every decision must be funnelled through a central office, which requires intervention by elected officials in order to speed up the process.

New public management purports to correct this by increasing the ability of members of the public service to be able to solve the clients’ problem directly, which may be quicker and require the use of fewer resources (including financial and human resources). This must be balanced with the maintenance of the traditional neutrality that is required to prevent favouritism towards individuals or groups. Part of this can be due to a flatter organization – more horizontal with fewer vertical levels to go through. Another part of this involves building partnerships to expand the “no wrong door” approach to service delivery as they can reduce redundancy of service provision and identify and close gaps in service.

**Horizontal Management**

Horizontal management is one way that new public management purports to increase citizen satisfaction, and to improve the coherence and effectiveness of policy approaches. Horizontal Management has developed from new public management in response to the vertical organization of traditional public management and its limited ability to respond to partnership approaches. Such partnerships are required due to
decreased or limited funding and the necessity to work with a number of parties to deliver services in the most cost-effective manner with the greatest response to the citizen/consumer.

Horizontal management, or horizontality, involves working in teams with hierarchical relationships less emphasized or obvious than in traditional public organization. Horizontal management goes under a number of names. In the United Kingdom it is often referred to as “joined-up government”, Australians prefer “integrated government”, other times it is known as “horizontality”. A Canadian Centre for Management Development (now known as the School for Public Servants) publication refers to three degrees of horizontal work:

1. Horizontal attitudes and culture – individuals making conscious decisions to work horizontally in daily work, building informal ties that facilitate sharing;

2. horizontal coordination – organizations coordinating work to reduce or eliminate overlap and duplication;

3. horizontal collaboration – resources, work and/or decision making integrated across organizations.  

These dimensions allow for a wide range of projects or operations to be labelled as horizontal depending upon their degree of integration of service offerings and how formal or informal those ties are. In this paper horizontal management is used to mean both horizontal coordination and horizontal collaboration, but not necessarily horizontal
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attitudes and culture as they are the most difficult to integrate into existing organizations and programs.

While horizontal structures and processes are often on the surface the simplest to implement into vertical structures; actual changes to the flow of information, accountability structures, responsibilities, human resources and financial costs can be time-consuming and difficult to integrate into organizations previously organized vertically. Structural changes can be done relatively quickly but changing the attitudes and day-to-day corporate culture is often described as a slow, uncertain and problematic process taking years, if not decades. For smaller projects, those newly created, or committees, horizontal attitudes and culture can encourage horizontality through the free flow of information among co-workers and peers, yet do not require any sort of formalized procedure or project. Horizontal coordination and collaboration can exist along a continuum of integration, permanence, duration of project and many other aspects and they offer the greatest challenge to the vertical, hierarchical structures that comprise most of government today.

Working horizontally is not the most efficient use of resources, but arguably the most effective due to the goal of service provision with the best use of resources. 23 Jacques Bourgault explains,

[H]orizontality means having a mandate to address matters of common interest from a broader point of view, alone or in partnership with co-workers inside or outside his or her organization, with due regard for the interests, resources and constraints of a number of stakeholders who are active in his or her particular field…go beyond a concern with his or her
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own responsibilities and seek the common good in a spirit of synthesis and cooperation. 24

The object of horizontal management is to reduce the appearance of vertical differentiation, that is, the number of levels that separate the chief executive from the employees working at the bottom of the organization in order to make the organization more responsive and effective. Considering that many projects cross jurisdictions and require the input of a variety of people who may not be situated within the same department (or organization), bringing these people together to work on projects utilizing their special experience and knowledge reduces duplication of services as compared to trying to do these projects “in-house”. Unfortunately, this increases difficulties with accountability and the division of responsibility when traditionally the tool used to achieve these in the Canadian government has been Ministerial responsibility—holding the responsible Minister accountable for what the department does, rather than the individual public servants who carry the work out.

Bakvis and Juillet, in their 2004 paper The Horizontal Challenge: Line Departments, Central Agencies and Leadership, state that there are number of conditions which, when in place, make a specific horizontal initiative become a reality. The first is that a problem exists which must be worked on sooner rather than later. Second, there must be leadership available. Such leadership is likely to come from a person or persons who are known for thinking “outside the box,” who are located somewhere in the middle of the organization rather than at the top. Third, there likely exists a “…situation of ambiguity or vacuum that allows innovative actors to propose novel solutions to resolve
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problems and to use those innovations in a strategic manner.” Finally, the resources must be available, which is contingent on someone with power at the top of the organization who believes in the project enough to contribute some level of resources to the project. One department taking this stand to show a level of commitment to the project is often enough to bring other partners on board. The demonstration of support may convince others that it is a worthy initiative.

Benefits of Horizontal Management

Horizontality is less a way to reorganize entire departments and more a way to improve the way resources are used by decreasing duplication of service. Instead of multiple departments working on the same issue in slightly different ways, horizontal management advocates bring interested parties together across departments to work on a common solution.

Horizontality can be said to exist when some combination of managers from different organizations or different parts of an organization agree to address an issue that is broader than they each specifically are responsible for, in order to better solve it, often including other stakeholders and their interests and resources in both the process and the solution. These approaches may be called alliances, interdepartmental actions, joint ventures, co-actions, partnerships, possibly other names as well, and have in common the association with others who have interests in the same area not as a threat but as co-contributors.

---
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Such partnerships are more likely to work successfully depending upon how clear the mandate given to the partners is and how this mandate is backed up (with resources: financial, human, time and support, both administrative and political). Those who work together must avoid getting bogged down with arguments about symbols and minutiae and maintain the focus on the problem and be able to manage the demands and timeline of the project as well as that of their regular work, if they are not able to devote their entire time to the project. The conduct of the group can also result in either a highly effective project or a disorganized one. This can be helped through the clarification of each member’s role and function, even through stating the common values between group members and/or other stakeholders. The point really is to get participants on the same page by letting them feel ownership of the project.\textsuperscript{27}

Horizontal management allows the opportunity to divide work based on the strengths and expertise of the participants, more so than some vertical projects, due to the room for movement among tasks and perhaps less emphasis upon prestige and advancement conferred due to different roles and working in teams.

Horizontal management is not an end in itself or an objective, but rather it is an effective means in some circumstances. It will never replace hierarchical structures. Besides, when horizontal management formulas run into difficulties, it is the hierarchical structure system that comes to its rescue (money, recognition, professional or hierarchical authority).\textsuperscript{28}

The reason why horizontal management is an effective organizational tool is that through sharing costs, information, and experience many risks are reduced, including
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financial, technical, and political risks.\textsuperscript{29} It is also effective for the very reason that the aim of improving service quality is not likely to be debated. A great deal of what has been done to “flatten” service delivery has been done due to financial restraints and budget restructuring, and “…criticism tends to be directed at the quality and quantity of the services provided, rather than the structures used for delivering them.”\textsuperscript{30}

\textit{Difficulties of Horizontal Management}

The many arguments for the use of horizontal management do not sway all detractors as there are some problems that the use of horizontal management tends to exacerbate. The first is that horizontal management “elongates” the decision-making process, meaning that making decisions is more complicated and time consuming and requires communication and to rally support for the decision made. Considering the difficulties of building relationship between all participants and the need to maintain good relationships while resolving difficulties, a decision most often will come about after some consultation with others participating in the network, and not simply be made by one person. Considering also that many participants will have to “sell” the decision back to their home organization or department it is important for them to agree with, or at least understand, the decision well enough to explain it to others and perhaps convince them of its validity.

\textsuperscript{29} Bourgault and Lapierre 19.

Another difficulty is the possibility of succumbing to “group think”, thereby making it near impossible to make the tough decisions. This is due to difficulties inherent with collaboration, among them the desire to limit conflict that may be difficult to resolve to the satisfaction of all participants. At times this leads to the avoidance of actually making difficult decisions, instead culminating in benign, yet meaningless decisions, and “…pursuing consensus at the expense of serving the public interest.”

There is also the possibility of a disconnect from the vertical structures that participants belong to and represent. Some participants may not have the ability to commit their organization to a decision or plan of action. If such participants must refer matters back to their leaders at all times the lack of trust or authority may hinder the horizontal project. This is one example of the requirement of trust both within the horizontal group itself and on the part of the organizations involved in the project. On the other hand, a failure by a group member or members to communicate the group’s activities back to their vertical structures can cut lines of accountability and authority.

**Leadership**

The importance of effective leadership and good management of the project cannot be underestimated. Horizontal partnerships require a high degree of maintenance on the part of their participants and leaders due to their organization in a different manner than that of the more common vertical hierarchy of government. Leaders must be able to motivate participants and help them to work towards a common solution despite the multiple viewpoints of stakeholders and varying backgrounds of those involved. Leaders
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are also important when the logistics of the group are considered, for example, when people who are new to the project and/or to work in a horizontal manner replace more experienced participants as representatives from their organizations. At those times, the “…leader[s] must create and retain a corporate memory …we do not always want to start over and the group should not suffer any delay every time the representative is replaced.”\(^{33}\) The success of a project also depends upon the priority it is given by stakeholders, and the resources that the project and those participating are allowed. “Resources” refers to all the requirements that the project needs: financial, legal authority, human, information, technological, administrative, the list may continue. The number and diversity of stakeholders or participants tends not to matter as much as the priority they give to it,\(^{34}\) which can be recognized through the support and resources they are able to allocate. This, of course, depends on what other priorities exist and on to what extent they have “bought in” to the project.

Leadership is a critical aspect of the successful horizontal endeavour in that it can be one of the reasons why horizontal management can work so successfully and it can also be one of the reasons why horizontality can be difficult to administer. Considering that horizontal projects cross boundaries and jurisdictions they are unlikely to carry with them ready-made leaders who are known and accepted by all participants and who know and accept all facets of the project, whether temporary or permanent.

Leaders in any organization are needed to motivate, to provide direction, to assess progress and to guide members back to the original vision when required, as well as to
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encourage deviation from that vision when necessary. Leading a horizontal project requires a combination of such skills. Leaders also require the ability to mediate in order to bring people from varying backgrounds and organizational cultures together to develop a common lexicon and buy-in so that participants have the ability to speak with the same language and to believe that the project is a valuable one. The leadership team must have the skills to integrate new members or replace former ones and maintain the team’s direction and movement. Motivation is needed in any organization, more so, however, in the absence of vertical recognition or formal authority as participants must commit to the project, quite likely along with no decrease in other duties they are expected to perform.

The need for leadership does not preclude the continued need to share the project and its responsibilities. It has been suggested that, in federal programs that have been horizontally managed, successful leadership has been a result of a number of people taking direct control of specific parts of the project, depending upon personal expertise and preferences.\textsuperscript{35}

**Tools and Resources**

In order for a horizontal project to be launched, some of the necessary resources must be in place. This is not strictly dependent on money and finances, but requires additional necessities such as human resources and guides to the tools required to measure costs and benefits (as those tools which are familiar may have been designed for a vertical structure). The remarkable fact is that not all resources need to be in place at the beginning, though the sooner they are available the better. People can and do get by with few resources often at the beginning of a project before adequate resources have been
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allocated. This was the situation with OCIPEP, which will be examined in detail in chapter 3.

The most obvious resource needed is that of employees: the project will not get off the ground if the right people (which are those with the necessary knowledge and skills) are not available. Many horizontal projects depend on seconded employees, people participating part-time, or even voluntarily, as the horizontal project is added to the work they do in addition to their own jobs. When it comes to people, recruitment is not enough: there need to be incentives such as professional development, training, and/or other rewards in order to make it worthwhile to be involved with the project. An incentive may be as simple as the opportunity to work on a project which fits with personal values or vision of what is important work for the organization. Considering that horizontal work is often in addition to a person’s regular duties, such incentives can make the difference between a successful project and one which is consistently replacing players and thus spending more time training people than working towards its goals.\(^{36}\)

Horizontality may also act as a disincentive, discouraging collaboration. Much of the measurement of the performance of a person or department has to do with serving the Minister, and how the department or agency performs in accordance with their stated aims, not in relation to the collective goals of government. Monetary bonuses are paid for the performance of individuals or programs, not for contributions to joint endeavours. Accountability systems are linear, vertical, and individual in their focus, not collective.

Next, the requirement of funded operating and capital costs must be considered. One of the continuous challenges is the continued financial priority of the project. In order for a horizontal project to have continued financial support there must be a combination of vertical (or more permanent) structures along with horizontal ones. This is due to the fact that “…even without the real or imagined adversarial relationship among organizations, coordination activities almost certainly will receive a lower priority than activities that contribute directly to the mission of the organization…”\(^ {37} \) Difficulties of allocating financial resources within the budgets of the stakeholders contributes to this, as well as a lingering feeling of temporariness, though there is the possibility of the project being directly funded by government.

**Accountability**

In the context of horizontality, accountability consists of two components: that of giving a proper account of the activities in question, and of being held responsible for those activities.\(^ {38} \) Another consideration with specific importance for horizontal projects is the need to couple accountability with responsibility and authority. It is not possible to hold a person or organization accountable for a decision or project if they were not in a position of authority or responsibility in the first place. This is one of the requirements that comes up when discussing horizontal projects and their limitations: the need to regularly report back to the home department or organization to make sure that the participant has the ability to commit their organization to a course of action.
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While horizontal projects need to create their own measures of success and accountability, they do not exist within a vacuum and,

…Mere structural manipulations cannot produce changes in behaviour, especially if the existing behaviour is reinforced by other factors in government. These other factors, including the budgetary process and links between programs and powerful external interest groups, may be difficult to overcome simply by altering formal structures.\(^{39}\)

This explains why the need to agree upon accountability and responsibility frameworks is critical and is a process that must be done on a case-by-case basis as there is not just one correct framework or accountability structure for each and every circumstance.

Challenges arise because accountability structures which have been created by and for vertical organizations do not translate readily for horizontal projects or organizations.

Accountability is of fundamental importance to both the new public management crowd and those working with horizontal management. Accountability can be looked at as an “…obligation to explain, justify action, use resources economically and effectively, prove performance and take responsibility for it with regard to prearranged expectations.”\(^{40}\) It requires relationships where decisions are made about people or groups taking on specific responsibilities. Those who have taken on such responsibilities are obliged to answer for how successful (or unsuccessful) they were. One of the assumptions that relates to accountability is that it will result in penalties for non-performance and rewards for successful performance. These penalties and rewards may
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be tangible (such as demotion or promotion) or symbolic (such as humiliation or praise)\(^{41}\).

In order to provide penalties or rewards, performance must be measured, which requires that there is a set of goals or objectives that are clear and able to be measured. Performance measurement is a challenge in any area in which it is undertaken: it is more challenging and complex in a situation where there are conflicting jurisdictions and participants with loyalties and obligations to their home organizations, the horizontal project, and other participants.\(^{42}\) Another difficulty in measuring the performance of a horizontal project is that it requires financial resources that often are better spent in furthering the project itself. Added to this are the divergent views of stakeholders who may have differing opinions as to what is important and what should be measured, as without a clear statement of what will be understood as satisfactory performance (with achievable outcomes) it will be impossible to work together as a cohesive group.

When employees of the public service are evaluated on their performance the benefits of any horizontal work they have been involved with should be incorporated into their evaluation. This is part of the reason why accountability and performance measurement is important as there is little benefit to a person joining a horizontal project if they will not be recognized for the work and successes they have achieved. This argument can also be used in the other direction: unless there are clear roles and responsibilities a manager may be reluctant to commit resources for a project that she or he has no direct control over, but may be expected to explain it in the case of an
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unsuccessful outcome. The other reason is that if government wants to use the New Public Management model of increasing responsiveness and decreasing the costs (in time, if not in money) of government, horizontal and cross-jurisdictional work is one method of achieving this goal. Therefore, such projects must be clearly understood, measurable, and responsibilities must be transparent.

This also must be reflected in Ministerial accountability, which includes the move towards personal accountability for bureaucrats but still holds a Minister responsible to Parliament directly for whatever happens within her or his department. The idea of adding the responsibility for complex, high profile horizontal work onto one Minister’s portfolio is not likely to be a fair or accurate reflection of that Minister’s legitimate responsibilities, as that project likely crosses the jurisdictions of more than one department. In order for horizontal management to be effectively used as a tool for government, accountability frameworks must be re-worked to allow its use.

This does not, however, mean that the traditional vertical accountability frameworks must be thrown out in favour of a not yet established horizontal accountability framework. In fact, in Luc Juillet’s work on Federal Councils and Horizontal Governance, interviewees stated that “…the Public Service of Canada should avoid working on the creation of an entirely new accountability framework for horizontal initiatives and focus instead on how the councils’ work could best be reconciled with the existing framework of vertical accountability.”

There is the need to be responsible to partners throughout the horizontal network as well as the need to be responsible to the

---

traditional vertical structures of participant’s home organizations. This can result in a great deal of time focused on reporting back, and creating plans to report back, which is a hurdle that must be overcome considering that it may hinder the network’s ability to accomplish what it has set out to do by becoming bogged down in housekeeping details. As horizontality may be either a temporary or a permanent measure such details may lessen in time as organizations determine what reporting structures work best for them.

Proposed solutions to deal with the accountability difficulty include requiring each participant within the network to measure their own performance and report the results back through the respective hierarchies; for part of the network to participate in the same exercise and publicly report findings; or for an independent third party to make the necessary assessments and report back to the network and to the vertical structures. Other requirements for collective accountability include a clear definition of roles and responsibilities, demarcation of accountability for different types of action and inaction, known reporting mechanisms, and agreed upon strategies for reporting about outcomes.

**Summary**

New public management, and horizontal management specifically, are a change from the traditional organization of government and are responses to the fiscal crunches and reduced resources that are a common feature of today’s public service. Each requires a fairly dramatic change in how managers think about the organizing of work and the people who do that work, but they offer a more cost-efficient way to provide services to citizens, based on a private-sector approach. In order to implement horizontal management, much work must be done to determine frameworks of accountability,

---

leadership and resource allocation; but this extra work brings potential dividends of
greater flexibility in service provision, with fewer resources.
Chapter Three: Canada’s OCIPEP

In today’s fluid and unpredictable security environment, we need to think differently and respond more creatively. This new environment has highlighted the need for leadership, coordination, and partnerships -- across sectors, across regions, and across borders.

Margaret Purdy, Associate Deputy Minister, OCIPEP (Feb 2001–Apr 2003)

The concepts of critical infrastructure and of critical infrastructure protection have blossomed in the public and bureaucratic spheres. The idea of critical infrastructure protection appears to have been created in order to alleviate fears about a large-scale catastrophe due to our reliance on technology. Information technology has been one of the main fields on which critical infrastructure protection has focused, in large part due to Y2K fears and the growing dependence on computers for today’s economic system.

The interdependence between physical infrastructure systems and the information technology that allows them to operate had been clearly established, with the resulting need to determine ways to protect that which is “critical”. This included methods of linking existing research with that which needed further examination, and plans for how better to protect those infrastructures. From computer viruses to hackers corrupting information and countless other situations, computers can be used in ways that they are not intended, by people other than the authorized users. In fact, a focus on information technology and computing has been integral to the ideas and plans of critical infrastructure protection. Critical infrastructure since September 11, 2001 has seen a renewed emphasis on physical infrastructure as well, from more obvious examples such
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as tunnels to less obvious such as border infrastructure which have become critical in previously unforeseen ways.

It makes sense then that much of critical infrastructure protection is information systems protection; that determining ways to make computers more secure and “hack-proof” is transferable across organizational boundaries, and does not necessarily depend on shared physical infrastructure but rather on shared information infrastructure with transferable protection methods. In order to put critical infrastructure protection into action the varied constituents (from government department to private business owner) must each take care of their own components, which results in improving the security of all. This is due to the complexity of an interdependent system—that if one component fails (and if it’s owner had not succeeded in protecting their critical infrastructure), the failure can travel down to others, and can impact even those who may have put into place all the safeguards they can. This is why redundancy in systems is important.

This chapter constitutes a case study examining what Canada has done for the protection of critical infrastructure with the creation of the Office of Critical Infrastructure Protection and Emergency Preparedness (OCIPEP). In preparing a case study about OCIPEP, the framework used to organize the analysis is based on Herman Bakvis’ and Luc Juillet’s study, *The Horizontal Challenge: Line Departments, Central Agencies and Leadership* (2004). The study examined four cases in which horizontal management was used. Each case is investigated in terms of its catalysts and champions, costs and benefits, tools and resources, the role of central agencies and the challenge of accountability. Adapting this framework for use in this case study allows OCIPEP to be compared to Bakvis and Juillet’s four cases. This puts the OCIPEP case into a broader
context and allows for a further test and possible refinement of the theoretical framework used in the CSPS study. Evaluation will also take place with regard to accomplishments, factors contributing to success, and factors impeding success.\(^{46}\)

The reasoning behind choosing a case study format to analyse OCIPEP was primarily due to OCIPEP’s special place within the Government of Canada. This special position situated OCIPEP as the lead agency for critical infrastructure protection and emergency preparedness, within the greater context of the Department of National Defence (DND). The fact that OCIPEP’s work was atypical compared to DND’s usual responsibilities meant that OCIPEP was able to set their own direction a great extent of the time. The fact that OCIPEP’s mandate specifically required horizontal work was also unusual. The lack of lead-up time for OCIPEP to organize itself before becoming operational also makes it a rare case, as the people within the organization were truly developing the organization at the same time as it needed to be operational, which is not the optimal (or even a common) situation. Each of these reasons makes OCIPEP a case worthy of study on its own, but the three taken together demonstrate what a unique case OCIPEP was.

**History**

The origins of OCIPEP as a specific entity date back to 1996\(^{47}\) when a preliminary review on the implications for Canada of the information technology
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revolution was produced, due to concerns about the threat of information warfare. This review stated that the Government of Canada needed to update methods of identifying and protecting Canada’s important facilities, due to the effects of the change to a computer-based infrastructure had upon the significance of particular facilities.48

By 1998 the decision was made to look instead to year 2000 preparation, and to postpone an in-depth examination of the identification and protection project. Y2K demonstrated the interdependence between infrastructures, considering the various redundancy plans and back-up measures for not just computers, but most systems upon which Canadians depend (such as water treatment, medical equipment, and heating, to name a few). Emergency Preparedness Canada and other offices and departments compiled a detailed catalogue of essential services. This information was the beginning of Canada’s critical infrastructure protection planning post Y2K.49

In December 2000 the Government of Canada initiated a one-year task force on critical infrastructure with the objective of advising as to any ongoing role that the Government of Canada should take with regard to critical infrastructure protection. At this point a Y2K-based definition named critical infrastructure as “those things that would have a serious impact on health, safety, security and economic well-being of Canadians.”50 This ultimately is a “modern version of the vital points program of the Cold War years.”51/52


Beginnings

OCIPEP was in existence from February 5, 2001 until December 12, 2003. During that time it was the Government of Canada’s lead agency responsible for assuring critical infrastructure and maintaining emergency preparedness, which involved working on a partnership basis with other federal departments, provincial and territorial governments, and private owners and operators of critical infrastructure.

OCIPEP was behind from the very beginning. Normally when departments want to establish a program they request special funds, and to do so they must produce a memorandum to cabinet. A memorandum to cabinet (MC) is a document that travels through the requesting department’s Minister to a committee of cabinet at which stage it becomes a committee report, which then goes before the whole cabinet. The cabinet may choose to approve it with a record of decision, may reject it, or may require modifications. The Privy Council Office may contribute to the MC through the drafting of both committee reports and records of decision. The record of decision is sent back to the presenting Minister, who must submit it to Treasury Board with a request for approval for human and financial resources.53 When a MC is approved it is normally not announced right away, rather it is kept quite confidential, while the department is given


52 The vital points program was for identification and security assessment of what is now called critical infrastructure, and focused on security threats only.

time (up to six months) to set up the organization. That way, when that announcement is made the organization is already up and ready for business.\textsuperscript{54}

In the situation of OCIPEP, it was a rare case where the machinery decision preceded the policy framework decision.\textsuperscript{55} The plan had been to present the MC in November of 2000, however due to the election it was postponed first to January of 2001, then again until February. In February 2001, Prime Minister Jean Chrétien went to Washington to meet with President George W. Bush, and Chrétien announced to the President that Canada had a new organization called the Office of Critical Infrastructure Protection and Emergency Preparedness. This was prior to the proposal being approved by cabinet (it was approved later). With the announcement it was expected that the organization would soon be up and running. Instead OCIPEP was created that same week from people who were within the former Emergency Preparedness Canada (EPC) and from the Critical Infrastructure Protection Task Force (CIPTF), and placed within the Department of National Defence, which was where EPC had been located. Senior Management was not given any warning and Government expected OCIPEP to be functional that same day.\textsuperscript{56}

**The Mandate**

From the beginning, OCIPEP was given a “two-pronged mandate”:

- to provide national leadership of a new, modern and comprehensive approach to protecting Canada’s critical infrastructure-the key physical

\textsuperscript{54} Confidential interview, December 1, 2004.

\textsuperscript{55} Confidential interview, December 15, 2004.

\textsuperscript{56} Confidential interview, December 1, 2004.
and cyber components of the energy and utilities, communications, services, transportation, safety and government sectors; and

-to be the government’s primary agency for ensuring national civil emergency preparedness-for all types of emergencies.\(^{57}\)

This two-pronged mandate was believed to be unique in the world, and attracted considerable attention. Others watched to see if Canada’s experiment would succeed.

With such ambitious objectives, OCIPEP purported to fulfil this broad mandate through partnering with other government departments, the private sector, and even other countries in order to determine the best support strategies for critical infrastructure protection. Of equal importance was improving lines of communication through the many people and organizations that had an interest in critical infrastructure and in the “core elements of securing critical infrastructure - protection, detection, response and recovery.”\(^{58}\) This was attempted by issuing advisories about new computer viruses, hosting workshops to bring together representatives from different sectors, and administering financial programs that share costs between the federal and provincial or municipal governments in order to develop and improve existing capabilities for critical infrastructure protection and emergency preparedness.

OCIPEP began with an assumption that cyber-threats would be a driving force with which to work. This focus should have meant that the Government of Canada would end up with strong capabilities in the cyber-threat area, but the mandate was not specific


enough to provide the focus needed. Many other organizations had cyber-mandates already—Treasury Board Secretariat was responsible for computer security, information technology principles, maintenance; the RCMP were responsible for cyber-crime; the Communications Security Establishment was responsible for the maintenance of government signal security. Another factor that contributed to this fragmentation of responsibility was the location of OCIPEP within the Department of National Defence, which was not particularly well-linked to the cyber-mandate, and thus was unable to command the attention required to catch the notice of departments and agencies. OCIPEP could not contribute through research, as that ground was covered by Computer Emergency Response Teams all over the world, largely supported by the private sector and academic interests. By 2003, cyber-threats had been reduced in priority.

OCIPEP was also to provide guidance through “best practices” or “smart practices” to private industry, and provincial and municipal governments. This coordination is necessary due to increasing technological integration between each of these players. For the government to be useful in assuring its own critical infrastructure and helping to assure that of others, clarity is necessary. The Government of Canada had its own Critical Infrastructure Protection Plan, while the National Critical Infrastructure Assurance Plan (one of OCIPEP’s initiatives) was designed to help other organizations to establish best practices and better assure their critical infrastructure.

OCIPEP used an “all-hazards approach” to creating plans for critical infrastructure protection and emergency preparedness. Thus regardless of the origin of the threat, OCIPEP was involved with plans for mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery. The outcomes of damage to infrastructure must be dealt with in similar ways,
regardless of what initially caused the damage. This meant that threats arising from natural, deliberate or accidental instances were all included as events to prepare for.

OCIPEP hit the ground running. The agency faced two considerable challenges: to build upon the accomplishments of the former EPC (and lessons learned in the CIPTF) and to recruit, train and retain the required staff. Not surprisingly, it was a challenge to staff OCIPEP as there was neither time nor resources to carefully examine what the needs were and what skill sets were required. OCIPEP expanded from the approximately 75 full-time equivalent (FTE) staff positions in the former EPC to around 300 FTE positions by the time that OCIPEP was dissolved. In addition to the existing EPC staff, many people were brought in from the CIPTF or as seconded, temporary, and casual employees. In some instances, new employees were brought in with promises that they would fill positions when the human resource situation stabilized, creating concern about their employment future.  

At that same time, other government departments were also looking for people to develop their own critical infrastructure protection. This led to a shortage of people with the required knowledge and skill sets, which also contributed to serious difficulties in staffing OCIPEP. Corporate services (such as human resources, finance, information management and information technology) were not staffed appropriately or with the right people. This situation lasted the entire time that OCIPEP was in existence.  


60 Confidential interview, December 15, 2004.

61 Confidential interview, December 1, 2004.
to this was the fact that OCIPEP existed between four different locations in Ottawa, which led to feelings of isolation, incoherence and instability within the organization.

A Unique Position

OCIPEP was uniquely positioned in Canada to work with circumstances previously unidentified and un-owned within the Government of Canada. The matter of critical infrastructure protection developed through EPC, the fears around the Y2K rollover, and the CIPTF. OCIPEP was created because, until that time no existing government department had the responsibility of coordinating critical infrastructure protection throughout the federal government. Other departments had parts of the responsibility, for example Industry Canada had the telecom portion, but there was no critical infrastructure protection framework within which that sector could work that covered more than just their specific organization(s). The task force made people realize that within the Government of Canada there was no one particular organization responsible for critical infrastructure protection, yet the task force could not create a policy framework and pass it on to a relevant department because no department was named as responsible. Furthermore, no department would volunteer for the responsibility because it was not known whether or not additional resources would be attached to that responsibility.62

All of these factors; from OCIPEP’s quick start, staffing challenges and physical discontinuity, were added to the fact that it was working to organize itself and at the same

---

time trying to produce on a wide range of fronts. The phrase offered by an interviewee was that of “building the airplane while flying it.”

An organization with the title of Office of Critical Infrastructure Preparedness and Emergency Preparedness suggests a primary mandate to protect critical infrastructure. However, it was quickly discovered that the Government of Canada owned less than fifteen per cent of Canada’s critical infrastructure. This meant that while OCIPEP’s mandate was to protect critical infrastructure, it had no authority to compel other departments or organizations to improve their plans and methods of protecting critical infrastructure. OCIPEP was in a position strictly to advise, to persuade, to facilitate, and to coordinate. This meant that, in order to fulfil their mandate, OCIPEP required voluntary partnerships with other departments, provinces and municipalities, and private industries.

The rhetoric of partnerships and joint-enterprises is found throughout government. In this case, however, while some departments saw the benefits of working with OCIPEP, others departments or organizations (such as the Solicitor General’s office, the RCMP and CSIS) adopted a zero-sum game perspective insisting that any policy or administrative leadership shown by OCIPEP was a loss to their authority and influence. These rivalries were compounded by the fact that OCIPEP was located in the Department of National Defence, not in the Solicitor General’s office, which had implications for the

---

63 Confidential telephone interview, November 16, 2004.
64 Confidential telephone interview, December 15, 2004.
65 Confidential telephone interview, November 16, 2004.
security of information and what would be shared with whom.\textsuperscript{66} There was, therefore, a reluctance to share information and to collaborate in a way to allow OCIPEP to fulfil its mandate. This “vertical cultural context” within government contributed to difficulties that OCIPEP had to overcome in order to work towards its mandate, with varying success. This is now less true due to the relocation of each of the previously listed organizations within the new department of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness Canada (PSEPC).\textsuperscript{67}

\textbf{Legislation}

OCIPEP never had a statutory base. The legislation that guided OCIPEP was the Emergency Preparedness Act, in which OCIPEP was not mentioned because the organization was created after the act’s last revision in 1988. This act also instructs all federal ministers to develop emergency response plans in their areas of accountability. In 1995 the government approved a Federal Policy for Emergencies, which outlined the procedure for selecting a lead minister in the case of emergency, and outlined the responsibilities for individual departments in emergency situations. After a lead minister has been determined, OCIPEP was chiefly to coordinate consequence management by providing support and linking departments, both federally and provincially.\textsuperscript{68} The process

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{66} An example of this situation occurred after September 11, 2001 when the proposed legislation Bill C-36 (the omnibus legislation) included an amended Emergency Preparedness Act, yet that was blocked by the Office of the Solicitor General as there was no agreement on division of powers.
\item \textsuperscript{67} Confidential telephone interview, December 15, 2004.
\item \textsuperscript{68} James Harlick, \textit{Standing Senate Committee on Social Affairs, Science and Technology, Issue 20 Evidence} (Ottawa, 17 September 2003) online, Parliamentary Search Engine, Internet, 20 April 2004.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
through which this was undertaken was by issuing regular national situation reports that summarized relevant information. Such reports would be sent to all federal departments, to the provinces via the regional OCIPEP offices, and possibly to private sector entities.\textsuperscript{69} OCIPEP was also the designated lead for certain types of emergency, notably those which required invocation of the National Support Plan (NSP). The NSP covers federal assistance for catastrophic disaster such as a massive earthquake in BC.

The primary activities that OCIPEP performed were information sharing about threats and vulnerabilities, issuing of timely advisories and alerts, the compilation and dissemination of best security practices for information technology, promotion of common security solutions, and coordination of response to cyber incidents.\textsuperscript{70} Specific preparation for emergency situations is the responsibility of provincial and municipal governments, and OCIPEP was in place to:

\begin{quote}
…enhance the capacity of individuals, communities, business and governments…to effectively manage risks to their physical and cyber environments…[B]y acting as a facilitator, a coordinator, a leader and a catalyst, or by filling gaps in the overall risk management environment in Canada.\textsuperscript{71}
\end{quote}

OCIPEP’s influence was further limited by its budget of $95 million\textsuperscript{72} (which will be discussed further in this chapter) and its small staff of roughly 300 FTE in a large

\textsuperscript{69} Standing Senate Committee on National Security and Defence, \textit{Evidence} (Ottawa, 20 October 2003), online, Parliamentary Search Engine, Internet. 20 April 2004.

\textsuperscript{70} James Harlick, \textit{Standing Senate Committee on Defence and Security, Evidence} (Ottawa, 10 July 2001) online, Parliamentary Search Engine, Internet, 20 April 2004.

\textsuperscript{71} Standing Senate Committee on National Finance, 23 October 2001.

department of 20,000 employees. OCIPEP was a low priority for the Minister of National Defence, as had been the same for the former EPC (within DND, EPC did not have a high profile). This was partly due to the fact that the Minister of National Defence had significantly more demanding priorities with respect to the Armed Forces and the department, so OCIPEP became a tertiary responsibility. The issues lacked significant political attention, and the fact that the Minister had no provincial or territorial counterparts to speak to helped to keep OCIPEP as a low priority. 73/74

What Constitutes Critical Infrastructure?

Determining what infrastructures can be considered to be “critical” is in no way consistent between countries, or even provinces. Initially, Canada’s definition of critical infrastructure was:

Physical and IT facilities, networks and assets whose disruption or destruction would have a serious impact on: The health, safety, security, economic well-being of Canadians; or the effective functioning of governments in Canada. This includes energy and utilities, communications, services such as financial and food services, transportation, safety (including nuclear safety, search and rescue and emergency services), and government and the government-wide critical systems like pensions, Employment insurance. 75

While this was the definition used from OCIPEP’s conception until 2003, it was amended after consultations with stakeholders revealed that certain infrastructures had been left

73 Confidential telephone interview, November 16, 2004.

74 Confidential telephone interview, November 24, 2004.

out, and subsequently added water, manufacturing, and health care, and changed categories so that finance, food, and government became their own sections, ultimately creating ten distinct sectors. In order to identify and rank critical assets, the following criteria had been developed:

1. characterize or standardize asset: due to the size of a potential list of assets, the need to standardize what exactly is critical and what is not is helpful. This could include assessment by a team to determine what mechanical part in a specific system (such as a gauge in water treatment) is at risk of failing, and might have no backup. That asset would then be considered critical infrastructure. Such assets would need to be ranked at consistent levels of risk.
2. establish criticality: while it is relatively easy to determine what is a critical asset, it is more difficult to determine how a particular asset compares to another asset, or how critical one particular item is. While there are many ways of ranking, the outcome of failure or loss of the asset will be used to determine how critical each asset is, and use low, medium and high to categorize assets.
3. assess impact of loss of asset: impact factors are the criteria used to prioritize critical assets. The following impact factors are used to determine the impact of the loss of an asset:
   1. concentration of people and assets
   2. economic impact or direct cost to the enterprise
   3. critical infrastructure sector
   4. interdependency or cross-sectional impact
   5. service delivery impact to the general economy
   6. public confidence
4. assess consequence of loss of asset: determine what consequences might occur if the asset was lost, using the impact factors.
5. use a rule-set to rank assets: assessing whether the loss of the asset would be considered low, medium or high when all the above is considered. This ideally will be as objective as possible, which is generally attempted through assigning

---


numeric values to standard criteria, and culminating with a number ranking the priority of the asset.\textsuperscript{78}

**Canada’s Ten Sectors**

In order to grasp the magnitude of the challenges for coordination, one must have an idea as to the magnitude of what OCIPEP was working with. These descriptions of the ten sectors that OCIPEP used to categorize Canada’s critical infrastructure are not meant to be exhaustive, but rather to illustrate both the benefits and challenges inherent in such a task.

*Energy and Utilities*

The provision of energy and other utilities such as natural gas, oil production and transmission systems, and electricity are basic necessities to function in the world today. Many of the other categories of critical infrastructure require energy of some sort to run, which means that if energy and/or utilities are threatened or damaged there is a likelihood of failure of other critical infrastructures.

One of the most obvious examples of the interdependence of most critical infrastructure with electrical energy comes from the August 2003 blackout in Southern Ontario and North-Eastern United States. The failure of the power-grid in Ohio and the resulting cascade of power outages that reduced or eliminated power for a number of days effectively shut down the entire effected area, with people unable to access their high-rise apartment buildings; public transport unable to operate; refrigerators unable to chill food. Laying blame was a constant past-time, perhaps not from the official

spokespeople, but from the news media and citizens, and along with the inconvenience a great loss of public confidence occurred. This power outage will be discussed more in depth with regard to weaknesses later on in this chapter.

*Communications and Information Technology*

Telecommunications, broadcasting systems, software, hardware and networks such as the internet are critical when one considers that in an emergency each of these allow information to be shared. Emergency response depends on reliable, accurate communications between responders, from the government, to local authorities, to emergency response units, to hospitals, to citizens, right down the line.

A primary method of communications used today continues to be telecommunications, including everything from landlines to cellular phones, from fax machines to computers connected through modems. Regulating such a large realm is not easy and is made more difficult when one considers the number of private corporations that are in business providing these services. It would be possible for a terrorist organization to knock out communications towers as their first strike because the resulting confusion and panic would likely be absolutely devastating, just like it would be if a natural disaster knocked out such infrastructure.

*Health Care*

Health care and the ability to offer it to citizens is critical. Health care includes hospitals (the buildings themselves, and those people who staff them, almost entirely under the province’s ownership and regulation, local marketplace), blood supply facilities, laboratories and pharmaceuticals (federal regulation, global marketplace).
Finance

Financial services are of great importance as they provide the means for people to obtain the goods and services essential to life. Financial services do not consist simply of currency itself, but all paperless forms of monetary exchange (including debit and credit transactions), and are dependent upon their issuing institutions’ ability to use their networks which are connected not only nation-wide, but also worldwide. Banks, securities and investments are all named as examples of critical infrastructure in this category. Banking machines are the most obvious example at the consumer level (dependent on power, information technology, phone lines, transport and the buildings and businesses in which they are situated). There is another less visible dimension for the financial sector: international confidence in our ability to identify terrorist financing.

Another key symbol of sovereignty are financial markets. Maintaining a sense of public confidence in finance is critical for the government to be supported by citizens.

In the original definition of critical infrastructure, services as diverse as food, emergency and financial services were lumped together in one category. The administration of such a category would be challenging at best, completely disjointed at worst, and so the actual administration in a disaster is left to the department in charge of each component. In the subsequent definition of critical infrastructure these were separated into their own sectors, still not linked to specific departments. This means that while water is its own sector, all departments that might have to do with water will still be responsible for maintaining their critical water infrastructure. The newer, more elaborate sectors may have increased the ability to network and work across jurisdictions for each particular issue because it might have been easier to spot allies and potential
partners. Increased partnerships would increase redundancy in systems protection, and would help to reduce gaps that might otherwise be left unfilled.

Food

The food sector encompasses all aspects of Canada’s food supplies, from food safety and distribution to the industries of agriculture, food production and processing. Canadians’ reliance on food services is almost complete, as only a minute number of people can support themselves and their families on what they grow.

Along with food itself is the requirement that it must be transported to where it is needed and it must be stored safely during this process from the producer to the consumer. While food is one of the few absolute necessities for life, it is one of the more vulnerable critical infrastructures when we consider that the population of Canada largely exists in cities, and depends on the supportive critical infrastructures to receive food, such as transportation, energy, water, finance, and emergency services if necessary.

Water

Water was entirely left out of the original definition of critical infrastructure—there was no specific mention of it even within any of the sectors. It is an important addition due to its necessity for all life, and potential for tragedy when damaged. This was demonstrated during the Walkerton Tragedy, where a small community in Ontario was affected by an e-coli contaminated water supply. Seven citizens died and 2 300 became ill (with possibilities of lasting health concerns).79 The Walkerton contamination was due to human error, not malicious intent, yet Canada’s water supply or the physical

---

structures that the supply depends upon could be a target for terrorist attacks or natural disaster.\textsuperscript{80} Wastewater management is also part of this sector. In many cases, water management and treatment is tested and regulated by computer-based operating systems and networks, again, the interdependence of sectors is demonstrated.

Part of the argument for the inclusion of water as a sector unto itself is that when OCIPEP compared their definition of critical infrastructure with those definitions from seven other countries,\textsuperscript{81} those countries choose to include water as a specific critical infrastructure. It qualifies also when the potential devastation caused by an attack on water is considered.

\textit{Transportation}

Each form of transportation (air, rail, marine and surface) is included as critical infrastructure. This does not mean, however, that every road and bridge in Canada is considered to be critical: each must be categorized according to OCIPEP’s criteria.\textsuperscript{82} Transport Canada is the lead agency for this sector, and they cooperate with Canada Customs with regard to border security and safety of items that enter Canada.


\textsuperscript{81} The United Kingdom, Australia, the United States, Germany, Sweden, Norway, the Netherlands, Switzerland.

Safety

Public safety is a large field, covering law enforcement mechanisms (such as Police, the Canadian Forces), emergency services, search and rescue, and the safety of devices and substances that are hazardous in themselves, such as chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear safety, and finally dams.

Government

Government systems are what control each of the responses to critical infrastructure damage. There are a wide variety of services that fall under this sector, often these may fall under other sectors as well, and include the operation of government departments such as government services and facilities, government financial services such as the distribution of pensions, Employment Insurance, disaster relief, transfer payments, information networks, assets and key national sites and monuments.

The addition of key national sites and monuments is due to the possibility that if such infrastructure was damaged or destroyed, it would have an effect upon the morale of the Canadian population. The ability to protect certain symbols from harm, e.g. Parliament Hill, is also a test of the government’s ability to retain public confidence in an emergency, which is a very practical, rather than merely symbolic matter: for example, such sites of historical significance as provincial and national archives, and national/provincial/territorial galleries and museums, the records and artefacts inside which could not be replaced if destroyed, and monuments such as war memorials that, while they may be only physical structures to some, to others have both personal and societal significance.
The greater reliance on computers in the recent past extends to the government as well. Keeping records electronically make filing quicker, information retrieval faster, and means that when those files are tampered with, lost, or “hacked”, receiving the government services to which one is entitled can be much more difficult. This is one category that demonstrates the flexibility of the definition of “critical”, and brings to mind the question of whether it is possible for some infrastructures to be considered more critical than others. In OCIPEP’s mandate and many definitions, the stakeholders are the citizens of Canada specifically. In an emergency, of course, the requirement of protecting the National Art Gallery is arguably less “critical” than safe water to drink and shelter. The acknowledgement that symbols are important is a nod to the notion of public confidence and an acknowledgement that it affects morale. Citizens look to particular infrastructures to symbolize them as a people, and should such symbols be damaged or destroyed the resulting loss of confidence might be larger than otherwise would be expected when one considers that a symbol is not necessary to maintain life.

Manufacturing

The final sector is that of manufacturing, for example the defence industrial base and chemical industry. Canada’s manufacturing processes have increasingly competed with those of other countries and our chemical resources (such as petro-chemicals) are a source of economic wealth and prosperity for many regions of the country. Such manufacturing and chemical resources are also a source of parts, fuel, and other essential components for other critical infrastructure sectors. Canada’s defence industrial base comprises the physical aspect of Canada’s defence abilities. Moreover, Canada exports defence materials to the US, which is undoubtedly Canada’s leading partner in North
American security. Integrating and updating the components of this sector allow for a better integrated defence platform across the two countries, and increase security.  

**Additional Vulnerabilities**

Canada is also vulnerable to critical infrastructure disruptions as Canada’s population (and therefore its infrastructure) has moved from being located primarily in large and widely spaced rural areas to the increasingly smaller and more concentrated areas of cities and their surroundings. This means that service disruptions affecting a physically small area can affect large numbers of people, for example the incapacitation of just one water treatment plan could put thousands, if not millions, of people at risk.

Cities are often at risk due to multiple hazards: threats of terrorism, natural disasters and the ever-possible threat of human error can all threaten a city at any given time. Interconnectivity in cities becomes so complex that it is difficult to model or predict accurately, for example, New York City in 2001 experienced unforeseen events after the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Centre. Therefore flexibility in all-hazards planning is especially critical.

---


84 The 2001 Census reveals that the four large urban regions of Ontario’s Golden Horseshoe, Montreal and adjacent region, British Columbia’s lower mainland and South Vancouver Island, and Alberta’s Calgary-Edmonton Corridor when combined contain 15.3 million Canadians, or 51 per cent of the country’s population (compared to only 41 per cent in those regions in the 1971 Census).
The aging process is another factor that threatens the critical infrastructure in Canada as older infrastructure requires an increased amount of upkeep to avoid potential failures, due either to natural disintegration or sabotage. The need to replace and upgrade critical infrastructure must be balanced with the need to keep expenditures down and balance budgets. Critical infrastructure protection is generally focused on emergencies and unexpected critical infrastructure failure but it is important to realize that systems and equipment do require upkeep and replacement on an ongoing basis. This issue is compounded by the fact that over 85 per cent of critical infrastructure is owned by the private sector, which may or may not have contingency plans in place, and yet citizens and companies expect the government to keep systems running in the case of emergencies. This ownership challenge is the crux of critical infrastructure protection in Canada, that coordination and planning is neither uniform nor entirely enforceable from sector to sector, business to business.

Climate change appears increasingly to be a reality which results in more frequent and severe extreme-weather events. This threatens critical infrastructures directly and indirectly—a severe rainstorm and accompanying flash flood may wash out an important bridge, and it also might disable electrical stations. Or another example, in the case of hurricane Juan in September 2003, weather forced the brief closure of the national hurricane centre in Halifax, arguably a critical infrastructure failure. As previously stated, the increased reliance on advanced technologies means that should computers, the


networks they are linked to, or their sources of electricity be damaged, other services people rely on might also be withdrawn. ⁸⁷

Canada is also vulnerable to critical infrastructure failures in the US or their effects owing to the inherent linkage of the economy and many common systems. Even purely domestic incidents can affect foreign perceptions of our critical infrastructure preparedness abilities, and can reduce confidence.

The all-hazards approach does not mean that a simple, “one size fits all” plan is helpful when one considers the variety of systems, objects, people, information and services that constitute critical infrastructure. The departments responsible for each component of critical infrastructure are ultimately in charge of each component, and their ability to plan for emergencies and to implement disaster mitigation measures may determine to what extent OCIPEP provides guidance in that particular sector.

**During an Emergency**

In the case of an emergency, the Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness Canada takes a lead role to assist affected departments. The emergency itself determines which department leads the response, but PSEPC is there to help coordinate information from many different locations and organizations into a comprehensive whole. Some emergency situations are pre-planned, for example, the National Counter-Terrorism Plan which clearly identifies roles and responses. If the emergency does not fall within a pre-established plan then the response is made up at that time. Many organizations have skills to help in a number of situations, like the Canadian Forces that may be able to assist in a number of ways. The basics are worked out at the
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local level. There are also a number of emergency committees that can meet within a very short timeframe if necessary.

Regional OCIPEP

In addition to the national OCIPEP based out of Ottawa, there were regional satellite offices. Regional offices supported the province financially and provided coordination between Ottawa and the province. Should the province ask for assistance, these offices were the link between the province and the government of Canada. They also administered the Disaster Financial Assistance and Joint Emergency Preparedness Programs.

At the simplest level, the physical side of critical infrastructure and emergency preparedness was dealt with by the regional branches, while the information technology threats were dealt with by the headquarters in Ottawa. Creating partnerships with the private corporations that own critical infrastructure was a responsibility of both the satellite branches and of headquarters in Ottawa. Partnership on the national scale often involves national organizations. The regional organizations primarily dealt with emergency preparedness, mitigation, and response. Indeed, most response in Canada is handled at the provincial or municipal level.

Another part of the regional branch’s role was to encourage business to do Business Continuity Planning, to determine what businesses must do in order to maintain their operations during and after an emergency, or to resume operations if they were disrupted (what they must do within one hour, within two hours, within one day and so on). Such continuity planning is a core government function in planning for critical
infrastructure failure. A self-help guide for businesses instructed how to go about creating a business continuity plan, which was available both on-line and in hard copy.

**Key Events**

During its existence, OCIPEP had to deal with a number of events that dramatically raised awareness of critical infrastructure protection and emergency preparedness issues. The actions taken by OCIPEP were sometimes criticized harshly, perhaps undeservedly, as many people did not understand its nature as an organization; that it was there to assist other federal departments and external organizations to respond to threats, rather than to provide infrastructure protection on its own. From the events of September 11, 2001 to SARS, BSE, West Nile, the August 2003 blackout in Ontario and the US; each of these events had some direct relation to OCIPEP. In particular, the response to the 2003 blackout was negative with regards to the Government of Canada and OCIPEP in particular, discussed in depth later in this chapter.

**OCIPEP and Jurisdiction**

The challenge is to coordinate three orders of government – the federal order that funds (and plans); the provincial/territorial that administers (and plans); and the municipal order that actually responds. A lot of things have to go right if responders across the country are to be properly outfitted and trained to respond effectively to any number of potential disasters.

The concept of responsibility for critical infrastructure protection became murky due to issues of jurisdiction, as OCIPEP was called the lead agency but was not

---


89 Standing Senate Committee on National Security and Defence, *Canada’s Fragile Front Lines*, 48.
specifically responsible for any critical infrastructure itself, and did not have any authority to require departments to take action on its recommendations. In other words, rather than real power, OCIPEP had to rely on influencing others to take action. It was there to provide information and to encourage the use of that information, and to manage financial resources such as the Joint Emergency Preparedness Plan (JEPP) and Disaster Financial Assistance (DFAA).

Each government department is responsible for the actual planning, protection, and maintenance of the critical infrastructure that falls within its mandate. Thus many departments have specific structures in place to work with critical infrastructure protection, specifically to prevent and manage emergencies should they arise. Departments are responsible for the upkeep of specific critical infrastructure and for protection plans, the creation of which is legislated under the Emergencies Act. This act states that the departments in question must be able to respond in four types of emergencies: public welfare emergencies (for example severe natural disasters like floods, earthquakes, ice storms), public order emergencies (that threaten the security of Canada), international emergencies (acts of intimidation or use of force against Canada or its allies), and war. The Emergencies Act is the modern War Measures Act, and has never been invoked. There exists also the Emergency Preparedness Act, which requires departments to conduct emergency planning.

**Summing Up: Criteria to Evaluate OCIPEP’s Performance**

In order to discuss which goals were successfully accomplished it is necessary to establish which determinants of success can be measured: what constitutes success, and
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what constitutes failure. Ideally this should be undertaken as a cost-benefit analysis, although it is a retrospective one, due to the difficulty in obtaining objective numbers or measurements to compare the organization’s mandate and mission. In short, when the mandate was to improve the safety of Canadians by providing national leadership to protect Canada’s critical infrastructure and to be the government’s primary agency for ensuring national civil emergency preparedness, it was difficult to quantify to what extent the country was impacted by the work of this organization. Of course it is extremely difficult to measure precisely what caused a particular outcome, as it is impossible to control for all variables. When the aim is to prevent or reduce an undesirable outcome, in this case to reduce threats to critical infrastructure and to mitigate problems should they arise, a measure of success is primarily based upon the opinions of those closely allied to the project. In this case the opinions of the people who worked for OCIPEP during the organization’s lifespan, because it is difficult to objectively measure processes or outcomes that do not occur.

Instead the processes and outcomes that have occurred, such as meetings attended, stakeholder consultations held, and information distribution, can be measured. Some of the information products are possible to quantify when the distribution statistics are looked at, though they can also be deceiving: the fact that an e-mail bulletin is sent out can not be assumed to also mean that the information it contained was read and acted upon. This paper relies on the perceptions of success and failure by people who were employed within OCIPEP, which are their impressions of outcomes. While this is an imperfect measure, it is preferable to relying solely on measuring outputs for the main

The reason that OCIPEP was in existence for such a short time (just under three years) that data collection relying on quantifiable (output) data could be misleading and result in the impression that less (or more) was done than really was. Considering the short lifespan of this organization it is necessary to depend on the opinions of those who actually worked with these projects as they were familiar with what went well and what was more difficult or unsuccessful. As with many of us, these former OCIPEP employees use output data as part of their impression of how the organization met outcomes.

The Departmental Performance Reports of the Department of National Defence are also used as an internal description of what was accomplished during the time that OCIPEP was an entity. These reports are considered by the writer of this paper to be less helpful than the interviews as they do not include any suggestions for improving how things were done, or any admission that the process that OCIPEP uses was anything but the best process for the situation. While it is somewhat helpful to see what was done in particular fiscal years, the descriptions are suspect due to their entirely positive slant.

**Accomplishments**

In the short time that OCIPEP was in existence it did successfully accomplish some of its goals, significantly those of building relationships and partnerships with others working on critical infrastructure protection, both within the government and in the private sector. Relationship building takes time. Trust must be developed slowly and can be eroded or lost entirely through specific events. While at the beginning trust-building was somewhat difficult (with challenges that included getting the same people to attend meetings, or getting the “right” people), it had progressed to the degree that at the end of OCIPEP the partnerships were beginning to pay off in the sense that contacts were
established and they could be consulted on particular issues or for projects relatively easily. Even the recognition of critical infrastructure protection as a concept outside the federal government was helped along by OCIPEP raising awareness through presentations, meetings and consulting with constituent groups; along with external events such as September 11, 2001 and the southern Ontario power outage.

Partnerships in the international arena were also successful, as consultations with the United States, the United Kingdom, Sweden, France and Australia took place in order to create partnerships for the protection of national critical infrastructures. These were identified as each recognized the importance of critical infrastructure protection.

OCIPEP inherited EPC’s international responsibilities, especially within NATO Civil Emergency Planning, and with the support of like-minded nations was successful in bringing critical infrastructure protection to the NATO agenda. There was praise for the cyber partnerships built. These partnerships were of the greatest importance if all were to benefit from early warning. For example, if Australia warns Canada and other partners of a virus attack, this gives Canada and the US a 14-hour warning (if the attack is set to happen at a certain time on a certain day), allowing time to send out warnings and advisories to computer users. The Cyber and International Directorates in particular did a good job exchanging information about cyber threats and building partnerships. There
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95 Confidential telephone interview, November 16, 2004.
was also the sense that OCIPEP was better known internationally than within Canada.96 The CRBN (Chemical, Radiation, Biological, Nuclear) program of setting international policy has focussed on establishing policy both domestically and internationally (though given the lack of federal policy it is questionable what legitimate contribution Canada could make internationally.97 Canada’s experience in Emergency Planning and critical infrastructure protection is recognized and OCIPEP participation at international conferences on emergency preparedness and critical infrastructure protection was sought after. Sharing of best practices and information in critical infrastructure protection was a tenet of OCIPEP’s existence and thanks to this attitude, Canada had been in demand to participate in conferences and other activities to share best practices, and had created a niche for itself in the critical infrastructure protection world.98

Costs and Benefits

In case studies of horizontal projects, the cost-benefit analysis often must be done retrospectively as these initiatives are often difficult to measure and do not fit into established measurement tools. A cost-benefit analysis is done to determine if the horizontal initiative was worthwhile and whether or not the anticipated results will be (or were) worth the investment of time and money.

When examining OCIPEP in terms of costs and benefits, it has been helpful to consider the factors contributing to success as the benefits, and the factors impeding success as the costs. This is partly because the data used for this case study, personal

96 Confidential telephone interview, December 1, 2004.

97 Confidential telephone interview, November 24, 2004.

interviews, information available from the former OCIPEP and present PSEPC, and a report from the Auditor General of Canada discuss problems and challenges, and initiatives that were more successful, rather than simply looking at costs and benefits, or the pluses and minuses of the program. With OCIPEP, as with many cases that are not just in a book, what may appear initially to be a cost might later be revealed as a benefit due to the learning accomplished in the process, and vice versa. The description will begin with what worked well, the benefits of OCIPEP; and will follow with what did not work as well, the challenges. The second section is undoubtedly longer, however this should not immediately be construed to mean that the costs outweighed the benefits as the length of time that OCIPEP had to work with these issues was short enough (just under three years) that some of the challenges might have been benefits that were simply not given enough time to be realized.

**Benefits: Factors Contributing to Success**

A significant strength identified was the dedication of OCIPEP employees. There was a strong impression that many employees put in numerous overtime hours when necessary and were on call in case of emergency, all the while dealing with uncertainty about job prospects due to that fact that they were still classified as temporary or seconded employees. 99 “I’m so impressed by the amount of dedication I see in the people working here. I think that has less to do with the organization and more to do with the fact that people really feel that their work is important to Canadians…That is what makes people stick around—the work.” 100
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Another factor that contributed to how seriously the need for critical infrastructure protection was taken was the threat environment that the world found itself in. September 11, 2001 changed the world’s perception of what safeguards were needed both to improve the safety of people, and for the protection and organization of critical infrastructure. More diligent border security measures were taken through the Smart Border declaration with the United States on December 12, 2001. The recognition that financial institutions could be shut down due to an attack on one physical location changed the business continuity plans for many organizations, both public and private. Even the need to work on business resumption and continuity plans was a realization that had not been made sufficiently clear prior to 9/11.

This built onto the recognition that Y2K had initially alarmed people, yet after no major catastrophes the need for cyber security had perhaps moved off the primary agenda. An increase in cyber incidents (hacking, viruses) brought attention to the requirement that cyber security was also critical infrastructure and thus needed to be taken seriously and have resources allocated to it.

A further opportunity that was seized upon through the creation of OCIPEP was the recognition of cyber security as important enough to be a main component of the organization. Prior to OCIPEP there was no organization dealing specifically with cyber security in this way--keeping on top of vast amounts of information, putting out advisories and alerts to interested parties, and creating networks of contacts in other countries in order to warn each other and share information to work to reduce cyber threats.\textsuperscript{101}

\textsuperscript{101} Confidential telephone interview, December 15, 2004.
Factors Impeding Success

For an organization like OCIPEP with a broad mandate that includes the prevention of events, and involves reliance upon other organizations, any attempt to define and to measure effectiveness is inherently difficult. This is demonstrated when one considers that the preferred paradigm of accountability for collaborative undertakings is a results-based model. Measuring results resulting from projects purporting to prevent incidents is tricky at best, so instead the measures the organization relied upon were output-based (e.g. the number of computer virus warnings sent out). The fact that a certain number of emails go out warning people of specific computer viruses does not necessarily mean that they would not have been caught by virus prevention software, for example. In Margaret Purdy’s speech at a conference in April 2002, she said:

We [OCIPEP] are not an intelligence-gathering body. We do not enforce laws. We do not regulate the protection of critical infrastructure or enforce emergency management strategies. Instead, we act as a catalyst for action - a coordinating body that can exercise national leadership because we have a national mandate and a transnational perspective. Key to that is developing close working relationships - partnerships - with Canadian and international law enforcement agencies, intelligence services, emergency services, armed forces as well as our provincial and territorial governments.102

Measuring an organizations’ ability to “catalyse action” is a task that would stump many people, and while close working relationships with the groups mentioned above could certainly be a huge job (hence the need for a federal organization to undertake it), the link to critical infrastructure protection is tenuous. The idea that a national body could exercise national leadership without any specific power is interesting, as voluntary adherence to any guidelines or proposals that OCIPEP makes would likely be undertaken

102 Purdy 3-4.
only if organizations felt that it was in their best interests, and that could be a tough sell when one considers that about 85% of critical infrastructure is owned by the private sector which may not have a vested interest in cooperating with government.

The challenge of managing critical infrastructure plans and disseminating information to all stakeholders create difficulties for those who are implementing OCIPEP. First because of the difficulty of creating legitimacy for a new institution, and through the requirement that the involved departments, organizations and governments take seriously the fact that OCIPEP was now charged with overseeing their implementation of critical infrastructure protection.

Other challenges were as mundane as getting the same person from each department to attend OCIPEP meetings. Those with whom OCIPEP needed to negotiate and organize were members of both the public and private sector who all had different norms, values and motivations, all of which needed to be managed and brought together to produce a consistent security plan and preparations.

Subjects interviewed identified significant factors that were impediments to success. Subjects commented on weak areas that included corporate services (human resources, central finances), a tendency for OCIPEP’s divisions not to communicate with each other, incoherent management, power struggles, and the fact that even within government, few people knew what OCIPEP was and why it was important to work with it. Naturally such factors worked collectively, and in isolation might not have a great deal of influence, but when combined the impacts were considerable.

103 Confidential telephone interview, December 17, 2004.
Most of the respondents stressed repeatedly that the most significant challenge facing OCIPEP arose from the fact that 85% of Canada’s critical infrastructure was (and continues to be) owned and operated by others than the federal government, either the private sector or the provinces and municipalities. This has resulted in difficulties around bringing together involved parties to discuss critical infrastructure due both to a sense that the Government of Canada did not have much to add to critical infrastructure protection, and that the Government would not have been able to protect information that private business passed along. When it came to working with the provinces/territories and municipalities the difficulty was added of trying to protect infrastructure on a very limited budget.\footnote{Confidential telephone interview, July 26, 2004.}

This meant that the owners of critical infrastructures could choose their level of cooperation with OCIPEP and there was nothing that OCIPEP could do to compel their cooperation. That alone could have rendered the organization ineffective and a misuse of government resources. Complete non-cooperation would have been unlikely due to the high value placed both nationally and internationally on critical infrastructure protection and a growing realization by Canadians of its importance, yet OCIPEP was not the only venue to work with critical infrastructure protection\footnote{Many sector organizations worked to share information on smart practices and methods of protecting critical infrastructure, one such example is the Canadian Electricity Association. There were also other government departments providing information on specific aspects of critical infrastructure protection, such as the RCMP and the Solicitor General’s Office.}, and its existence was somewhat dependent on an ability to engage the owners of critical infrastructure and provide the best value for any resources they might have chosen to allocate.
While partnerships were considered by many to be successful, this was largely due to no threat of regulating relationships, and there also existed a prospect of improved information being available to partners. As time passed and the partners sensed the impotence of OCIPEP to effect change, the effectiveness of the partnerships diminished. Also, the partnerships with the provinces were noted as something of an exception to this “success”. Part of this was that the burden of critical infrastructure protection was viewed as one way, that the federal government (through OCIPEP) proposed new policy initiatives, and the provinces with their very limited capacity, had to respond to those initiatives instead of looking at it from the other direction—that of identifying the provinces’ and municipalities’ legitimate needs and using OCIPEP to support them. The “Ottawa-centric” nature of the OCIPEP-provincial relationship was another factor that inhibited success, as regional offices were sparsely staffed compared with staffing in Ottawa. When one considers that the majority of the owners and operators of key critical infrastructure who would be the first responders in the event that something went wrong were out in the regions, the concentration of OCIPEP in Ottawa made it remote from the front-line issues. This resulted in a top-heavy policy arm, and a bottom-light program delivery arm.106

A key challenge facing OCIPEP was to define not only its own role and responsibilities as the lead agency for critical infrastructure protection and emergency preparedness, but also to do so in relation to other lead departments that had direct responsibilities for protecting/assuring their critical infrastructure sector, and for sectoral
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preparedness itself. That was the role of the departments that were in charge of each critical infrastructure, and OCIPEP’s role was to help them do that through providing best or smart practices, helping with business continuity plans, providing alerts and advisories about cyber threats. OCIPEP also lacked any sort of policy leverage to compel departments to take steps to protect their own critical infrastructure, it depended strictly on the departments realizing that such preparations were in their best interest. There was not any coordinated decision-making about which department should get what level of critical infrastructure protection funds, nor were accounting requirements set up to be able to determine afterwards how the monies had been spent.

Within government it is normal for departments to have trouble sharing “issues,” as each issue may come with some funding or cachet attached to it. Thus existing organizations or departments that also have responsibility for an existing issue may react as if the new organization was trying to take away part of the issue (the zero-sum game idea that if one takes something, the other loses it) rather than as an opportunity for cooperation. While this is not unusual, it did affect OCIPEP, perhaps more than necessary due to OCIPEP’s location within DND. If it had been placed within the Solicitor General’s Office at the start, some of that power struggle might have been eliminated. It was also noted that cooperation happened when necessary, that infighting did not endanger programs.

One more challenge identified was that of defining the end state and aligning federal resources to get there. Knowing what the ultimate end goal of OCIPEP was might have increased cohesion as an organization, and provided more specific targets to work towards. As it was, there was a lack of communication horizontally within OCIPEP, each division would do their own work and other divisions would not necessarily know what was going on.

A final obstacle to OCIPEP as an organization was the reorganization of the United States’ national security departments and organizations into the overarching Department of Homeland Security. While Canada is in no way tied to mirroring the organizational changes that the United States make, there is a necessity to be able to speak with the right people at the right times, and in having a complementary framework to work through. OCIPEP was too small and too specifically oriented, considering that it did not have access to the Solicitor General portfolio, especially those resources surrounding terrorism information and responses. It made more sense, considering the vast amount of shared critical infrastructure and shared threats between Canada and the United States, to enable organizations to work more effectively together and reduce redundancy and additional effort that working with multiple organizations causes. The move to the new department of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness Canada (PSEPC) mirrors more closely what the United States’ Department of Homeland Defence does. Also, the fact that PSEPC has emerged as a high-profile department lends a credibility to the organization that it never had as an office within the Department of National Defence.

One major threat for OCIPEP was the possibility of being viewed as a lame-duck organization. When OCIPEP was created there was a feeling of excitement within the government about the opportunity that OCIPEP provided to play a very important role in safeguarding the security of Canada. Over time this feeling of excitement waned, as OCIPEP was not making a noticeable change to policy or visible improvements to critical infrastructure protection in Canada. Connected to this were the external threats that occurred between the creation of OCIPEP and its dissolution—the events of September 11, 2001, SARS, West Nile, BSE, the blackout. To the public, OCIPEP played no visible role in any of these, other than the apparent lack of information provided during the blackout.

**August 2003 Blackout**

OCIPEP was criticized during and after the blackout in August of 2003 due to what was viewed as a failure of the federal government to respond to a crisis. When the power went out in Ottawa just after 4 pm on August 14, 2003 there was no indication of the extent of the power failure, that it extended past Ottawa to all of Southern Ontario and the North-Eastern United States. Given the time of day many public servants went home. As the extent of the blackout was be discovered, the media called their contact number for further information, which was the number of the public affairs department of OCIPEP. OCIPEP had its own challenges with technology failure during a critical hour when the blackout first occurred, which gave rise to media allegations that public affairs were not working. The irony in this situation was that, although OCIPEP was ineffective in many of its endeavours as an organization, the power outage was portrayed as
evidence of OCIPEP’s ineptitude, in reality it demonstrated a lack of foresight within the Government of Canada as a whole and not OCIPEP specifically.

Such a failure of OCIPEP’s own critical infrastructure resulted in a loss of confidence in government, and the public was given the impression that even among those whose job it was to provide information about critical infrastructure protection and emergency preparedness, there was no ability to “weather the storm.”

That situation was a benchmark for people’s confidence in the government, and it failed. Much of government planning neglected to consider that the Government of Canada might itself be the victim of critical infrastructure failure. Some departments are better equipped than others, and OCIPEP was not responsible for the business continuity planning of other departments. An example of this was in the telecommunications sector, when during the 1998 ice storm that affected Southern Ontario and Québec, those working with telecommunications realized that back-up generators require fuel in order to work. Unfortunately, during the emergency it was realized that telecom was low on the priority list for fuel, meaning that communications broke down. By the 2003 power outage this oversight had not been remedied, and thus the lack of telecommunications was again a problem. Thus even within sectors, “lessons learned” were not necessarily acted upon.
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Many felt that OCIPEP was under-funded and under-resourced. The question of funding is a common concern in government today, but the fall-out from the lack of funding contributed to staffing challenges (including employees who continued to be classified as seconded or temporary), which were notably difficult.

**Leadership**

Another resource that OCIPEP lacked was recognition on the part of their Minister, who was often more focussed on national defence issues than on critical infrastructure protection and emergency preparedness, leaving OCIPEP without a widely recognized political champion to build recognition within government. This contributed to OCIPEP’s perceived lack of legitimacy among other government departments. The Minister of National Defence also did not have direct counterparts within provincial governments and there were not well-established channels of communication between the two orders of government at the bureaucratic level. Most provinces did have some sort of office to do with emergency preparedness, however, the responsibility for critical infrastructure was often other than for emergency preparedness, thus requiring a major effort to find the right people and coordinate with them. The public servants who worked in the Department of National Defence had to deal with the issues that OCIPEP brought up and OCIPEP was not their main focus or area of specialty, yet another factor that contributed to OCIPEP’s alienation within its home department.

The rush at the beginning to set up OCIPEP and make it operational meant that there had not been the time necessary for a careful consideration of priorities and what
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skill-sets staff needed to fill those priorities. Part of the creation of a new organization involves looking for some relatively easy products to deliver in a short period of time, which must be achievable with the skill-sets that people bring with them. This was difficult with OCIPEP as critical infrastructure protection in general is complex and the opportunity for “easy wins” was really not there.¹¹⁷

**Identification of National Critical Infrastructure**

One of the stated objectives for OCIPEP for part of its lifespan was to identify the critical infrastructure in Canada, not unlike the vital points program with EPC during the cold war, in the sense that once identification of national critical infrastructure (or vital points) had taken place there was no real plan to utilize the information. There were concerns about whether or not this identification would involve the creation of a list of critical infrastructure, due to questions of privacy, commercial confidentiality and potential for such information to fall into terrorist hands, once it was acquired.¹¹⁸ This linked to another difficulty that OCIPEP had in working with private sector companies: the need to protect information, and the difficulties inherent due to the Access to Information Act, which allows Canadians to request government information.

The act states that such information should be available to the public, that exceptions may occur but should be “…limited and specific, and that decisions on the disclosure of government information should be reviewed independently of

¹¹⁷ Confidential telephone interview, November 24, 2004.

government.”\textsuperscript{119} Considering the sensitive nature of collecting such information, especially because most critical infrastructure is privately owned, there needed the development of a more secure plan for protecting this information. For example, key manufacturers within industry did not want to tell the government about their critical infrastructure for fear that the information would fall into the wrong hands, and also because such specific information might be used to increase regulation, such as environmental regulations. Industries may have felt that they could protect their critical infrastructure better on their own with access to more advanced and up to date technologies than the government had access to, for example, cyber industries.\textsuperscript{120}

Without a comprehensive list of critical infrastructure, it made the task of assuring or protecting such infrastructure more difficult, as each owner/operator would have then to be up-to-date on the latest information products. It would also have required a level of trust on the part of the Canadian public that critical infrastructure was being satisfactorily protected by those who owned it, as the Government of Canada would not have a comprehensive list that it could consult to determine the state of readiness or preparation. Although OCIPEP was a small organization there existed significant stove-piping, or a tendency for people not to communicate openly with others outside their division.

**Accountability**

A serious lack of financial accountability was commented on by the Office of the Auditor General of Canada in their April 2005 report on National Security in Canada. In 2001, roughly $95 million was allocated to OCIPEP as part of a new program for


\textsuperscript{120} Confidential telephone interview, July 26, 2004.
emergency preparation and critical infrastructure protection. OCIPEP was to coordinate this program across 12 departments, with the objective to “…expand the capacity of federal agencies to protect the country’s critical infrastructure from attack.”\textsuperscript{121} The report states,

> Officials were unable to say how much money OCIPEP had spent on the critical infrastructure protection program and how much funding had lapsed. We interviewed staff from OCIPEP, National Defence, and PSEPC, and no one was sure whether funding had been deferred to subsequent years or had been absorbed into other programs. Program staff told us that in the first two years they thought they had lapsed $10 million of a $35 million budget, but we were unable to verify this.\textsuperscript{122}

The report also states that the team auditing OCIPEP was

> …able to determine that part of the problem in tracking expenditures was the failure of OCIPEP staff to charge their work to the correct financial codes. Management could not correct this problem. In our opinion, basic management controls were missing. We were told that the program may not recover the lapsed funding.\textsuperscript{123,\textsuperscript{124}}

This issue of financial mismanagement was also commented on in the Auditor General’s report with regards to OCIPEP’s funding of CBRN (Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear) equipment, administered through the Joint Emergency
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\textsuperscript{122} Office of the Auditor General of Canada, Chapter 2: 36.

\textsuperscript{123} Office of the Auditor General of Canada. Chapter 2: 36.

\textsuperscript{124} As with many reports issued by the Office of the Auditor General there were spaces for the department’s response, however since OCIPEP as an entity had been subsumed by the time that the report was issued the response was from PSEPC and contained what they were planning to do in the future to meet the suggestions, rather than explanations for why events unfolded as they did.
Preparedness Program (JEPP). JEPP was chosen to administer $10 million in CBRN funding as the program was already in place and thus could distribute the funding quickly. Ultimately, the funding decisions were found to be arbitrary and based on how quickly a particular location sent in its application, rather than on a risk analysis. The choice of what to spend the monies on was left up to the province or municipality. One year into the two-year program, the CBRN steering committee began to use the provincial population percentages to guide the administration of monies, which was done with the intention of proportionately distributing funds across the country.\textsuperscript{125}

The report also states that when OCIPEP first announced that it would be distributing funding for CBRN equipment it said that it would help to develop national guidelines as to what should be acquired and how people should be trained, which were subsequently not developed. Some ad hoc advice was offered, but that had ended by the summer of 2004 when officials stated that there was a concern about the government’s liability if it recommended specific pieces of equipment. The equipment that was purchased ranged widely in price and quality. An example given in the report states, “…the costs of Level A suits to protect against chemical and biological hazards ranged from $700 to $7200, with no explanation for the cost difference.”\textsuperscript{126}

Issues with the effectiveness of the Emergency Preparedness College were also identified, in particular connected to the volume of CBRN training. The training was split up into introductory, intermediate and advanced training, and the numbers of people who received the intermediate and advanced training were not sufficient considering the

\textsuperscript{125} Office of the Auditor General of Canada, Chapter 2: 30.

\textsuperscript{126} Office of the Auditor General of Canada, Chapter 2: 31.
high expenditures towards this program. It also did not take into consideration the need for cyclical refresher training, and staff retraining due to instructor turnover.¹²⁷

One of the biggest challenges that had the potential for a large payoff was the opportunity for people within OCIPEP to spend time and energy building relationships with privately owned companies and the provinces. OCIPEP’s method for doing this was two-fold, in meeting with private interests through the NCIAP consultations, and in maintaining regional offices in ten provinces for working with provinces and municipalities. The private business and first responders are the constituents that actually deal with the emergency response in a given situation. This opportunity could have been taken advantage of more concretely, as business-involvement was more through business associations (such as the Canadian Electricity Association) than with specific businesses themselves; and the regional offices had few employees compared to those working in Ottawa. The conclusion can be drawn that OCIPEP was a policy-heavy organization, light on practical application. This was especially unfortunate considering that the policy could only be used to suggest changes for government departments, as OCIPEP did not have the authority to compel action.¹²⁸

**Why Horizontal Management?**

Why is it that horizontal management is the best, or only, option when dealing with critical infrastructure protection? This is both a simple and a difficult question to answer. At the most basic level, the wide array of organizations that are responsible for the varied aspects of critical infrastructure protection are spread throughout the federal,


provincial and municipal governments; over business and industry; and beyond Canada’s border. Interdependencies of critical infrastructure indicate that approaches taken by single actors are ultimately less effective and more costly than coordinated actions. The fact that the players are from varied organizations also means that they must work together on a more even playing field—it is less likely that a single “boss” would emerge because that could reduce the feeling of autonomy for each organization. Leadership is then more likely to be shared and democratic.

Another reason for horizontality is that the Government of Canada, having the resources and desire to coordinate information on critical infrastructure protection for internal and external use, does not have the capacity to be the leader. There always will be private organizations that have more resources in specific areas than public organizations will, due to the ability to pay for and receive specialized information and to focus specifically on the areas that affect them. “Best” or “smart” practices cannot be collected by listening to one organization alone, and cooperation cannot be legislated. In order for constituents to feel motivated to contribute, they need to feel respected and valued. A forum must be developed which makes space for information sharing, rather than competition. Such an organizational structure is only going to happen in a horizontal model. Vertical organizations are based on a hierarchical model, which may not appeal to outside interests that may feel subjugated due to their location beneath other interests and decision-makers.

The need to build goodwill in industry is another issue. Should the Government of Canada regulate industry when it comes to business continuity or should that be taken care of by industry itself, which will deal directly with the greatest risks in the case that
critical infrastructure be damaged? Presently regulation exists with regard to the safety of people, but not with the resumption of operations. The possibility of increased legislation might be popular on the part of concerned public, but brings with it additional expenses for the businesses, which are rarely popular. The balance of relationship-building with business, in addition to satisfying the need to assure continuity of critical infrastructures, is a delicate one.

In this time of fiscal restraint the benefits of working horizontally are easy to see. The New Public Management model of organization relies on a more team-like approach to public management, working with a more responsive structure than traditional public service models. Reducing the duplication of service helps to identify and close “gaps” that otherwise might not have been noticed, by assuming that some other organization would take care of them. It benefits each of the participants to work with others on issues that are broader than their own, as it is never so simple to deal with one’s own critical infrastructure. A business might have back-up power generators, air supply, water and waste water treatment, but still would not have the ability to guarantee roads or information services or any of a number of other services on its own, which demonstrates the value of partnering with others who can take responsibility for the condition of roads, etc.

It is widely recognized that critical infrastructure protection requires horizontality, entities working in partnership, across jurisdictions, and each critical infrastructure protection organization relies on these relationships. Within OCIPEP there was a lack of horizontality, even as it was touted as the answer to the critical infrastructure puzzle. In theory, horizontal management of such an issue would lead to more effective and
efficient plans for critical infrastructure protection, with stakeholders involved the same
way that government officials were, working in consultation to achieve the same goals.
The National Critical Infrastructure Assurance Plan and the consultations they held in a
number of locations throughout Canada best illustrate such horizontality, and they were
the most effectively horizontal part of OCIPEP.

The particularly unfortunate result of this lack of horizontality overall was that
while OCIPEP was uniquely located within the Government of Canada to demonstrate
horizontal management, instead they defaulted to the vertical structures common to the
rest of government. Subjects interviewed spoke of a lack of information sharing between
divisions, frequent changes of directors leading to nearly constant relationship-building
within the organization and relearning of personal styles. There was also discussion of a
lack of cooperation between divisions, with disappointingly little feedback from other
directors when requested, roadblocks put in place from the policy division, and little
management support of those actually involved in program delivery.

Considering that leadership is a factor critical to the successful delivery of
horizontal programs and that relationship-building and trust take time to develop, the
frequent changes of management staff within OCIPEP structurally contributed to failure.
Since leaders are needed for retaining corporate memory, to motivate partners, and to
increase group cohesion, they require both time and commitment to their role. It is not the
same as in vertically organized structures where leaders can be more interchangeable
because roles are more rigid and people understand what they entail. Within horizontal
projects leaders must be able to mediate between partners, develop group buy-in and a
common language, integrate new members and increase commitment, as stated in the
horizontal management chapter. It seems like this was more successful within the divisions themselves, but not within the organization as a whole.

Horizontality as a way of functioning does not come naturally to many people, as most of our training (starting with early childhood education) system has taken place within a vertically-structured system. This does not mean that organizations that try horizontal management are doomed, certainly people are adaptable and can learn new ways of behaving, but that such behaviours must be demonstrated right from the top of management, and this was not successfully demonstrated with OCIPEP. As B. Guy Peters stated in his paper “Managing Horizontal Government,” from 1998, structural manipulations on their own will not change behaviour, but must instead be followed up with appropriate budgeting and support from other government leaders. If a horizontal project is horizontal in name only, and structures for accountability, staffing, leadership et al are expected to remain the same government-wide, the horizontality will be greatly challenged, if not a failure entirely.

Another challenge to implementing horizontal management was a failure to effectively involve provinces/territories and private sector owners and operators of critical infrastructure in creating policy around critical infrastructure protection. The NCIAP was having some success with this, but was more involved with industry/sector organizations rather than the specific businesses themselves. In order for OCIPEP to be relevant there needed to be a degree of buy-in from these other groups, and there just was not enough to consider OCIPEP a success. It was not able to offer enough to private organizations in particular to justify the possibilities of increased legislation for them to follow. This contributed to a lack of influence on the part of OCIPEP.
In order for horizontal management to be more than in name only, OCIPEP would have required time to organize before they were expected to produce visibly. It would also have required management who had the vision of a different structure than traditional government structures, as OCIPEP was not a central agency or a line department, but something else entirely. This would have required a unified vision on the part of government as a whole, and significant confidence on the part of those who were to lead the organization, both in the vision itself and in how it was supported by the rest of government. This may have allowed decisions to be made in a more horizontal, collaborative way, thus increasing the impact of undertaken initiatives. To do this may have required an all-parties approach, in order to increase legitimacy and decrease challenges in parliament.

A great deal of study has been done within government through what was the Canadian Centre for Management Development, and now is the Canada School of Public Service, on horizontal management and why it is a positive development to incorporate greater horizontality within the Government of Canada. The arguments boil down to the need for increased fiscal restraint and better use of resources, both monetary and personnel. It is widely accepted that horizontal management is a positive idea yet the government has thus far not put in place supportive systems allowing for horizontality to occur past that of horizontal attitudes and culture, as horizontal coordination and/or collaboration are still not adequately supported. This is the direction that the Government of Canada needs to work towards. OCIPEP was an ideal candidate with which to pilot horizontal management due to the absolute need for horizontality in order to pursue its mandate.
Although horizontal management was not a complete success for OCIPEP, the government has been taking steps towards more thorough horizontal integration, as evidenced in creating the new department that has subsumed OCIPEP: Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness Canada. In bringing together such organizations as the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP), Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS), Correctional Service of Canada (CSC), National Parole Board (NPB), Canada Firearms Centre, Canada Border Services Agency, along with critical infrastructure protection and emergency preparedness, an interagency horizontality should be more easily attained. Thus rather than horizontality being a threat to one organizations financial and human resources, this co-location of related organizations should reduce such stress and allow better coordination and cooperation.

**Summary and Conclusions for Chapter Three**

The organization of an office dedicated solely to assembling and clarifying Canada’s critical infrastructure protection plans was a necessary step for Canada in order to be able to deal with new threats to infrastructure due to interdependencies and the fact that information technology touches most other infrastructures in some way. Y2K was a strong catalyst for creating and implementing plans, but certainly not the only reason for expanding the area of Emergency Preparedness Canada to include critical infrastructure.

The Government of Canada’s all hazards approach is different from the approach taken by other countries, notably the United States, which focuses specifically on terrorism. Considering the variety of disasters that might cause a failure of critical infrastructure, Canada’s approach is the best choice. The background reasons behind the
critical infrastructure failure is specific departments to deal with, helping them with
emergency preparedness, contingency planning and mitigation is OCIPEP’s work.

The revision of the original six sectors identified as critical infrastructure into the
ten now listed was a positive change, not least because it shows that public consultations
have had an impact, that OCIPEP was willing to work with stakeholders other than the
federal government. Considering the fact that 85 per cent of critical infrastructure belongs
to entities other than the federal government, demonstration of a willingness to work
together shows the possibilities for horizontality: working across boundaries and
jurisdiction to choose the best solutions.

OCIPEP as an organization was not given the resources it needed to make a
successful effort at coordinating the country’s critical infrastructure. It could not
overcome staffing challenges, the lack of authority to compel action on the part of other
government departments, or its location within DND, which all contributed to a lack of
legitimacy and an inability to effect noticeable change on the critical infrastructure
landscape of Canada. The lack of a Government-wide supported cultural context for
horizontality also contributed to OCIPEP’s ineffectiveness as the level of cooperation and
collaboration needed was not there.

Accomplishments primarily had to do with successful relationship and partnership
building, both within Canada and internationally. Barriers to success include the
previously mentioned lack of legitimacy, power-struggles within the organization, and an
inability to legislatively protect information which prevented sharing of critical
infrastructure information by the majority of critical infrastructure owners who belong to
others than the federal government. This leads to the most obvious challenge—that only
about 15% of critical infrastructure was owned by the Government of Canada, yet they purport to coordinate plans to protect all of it.

Opportunities include the fact that this was the first organization devoted to critical infrastructure protection in the country, and its dual mandate was the first in the world to incorporate critical infrastructure protection and emergency preparedness. While external events demonstrated to the Canadian public a lack of ability to fulfil its mandate, those events were not entirely understood in relation to what OCIPEP was attempting to do and thus it was unfairly accused of inaction.

Horizontal management is the only way that critical infrastructure protection can effectively be organized and, while OCIPEP failed to exemplify effective horizontality, it led the government to the creation of a new department of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness Canada that is better positioned to accomplish that goal. Thus OCIPEP has provided a number of lessons for the Government of Canada to learn, and it appears that they have been taken to heart. How well will be determined by time.
Chapter Four: Conclusions and Recommendations

OCIPEP as a stand-alone organization had the potential to be an organization within government that, by using horizontal management, functioned as a bridge between the political parties and the bureaucrats, departments, the public and private sectors, the federal government and the provincial and municipal governments. It did not live up to its potential in part because it was not given the tools it needed that would have allowed it to make a success of its mandate. The challenges inherent in such a quick start-up with so few resources meant that many people within OCIPEP felt insecure in their jobs, that corporate services within the organization itself were not stable, and that unless it had the best of luck it was bound to fail. It did not have the best of luck, but instead had to deal with all the challenges of horizontality, with few of the benefits and a raft of external crises. The decision to dissolve OCIPEP as an organization and to incorporate it into Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness Canada was a move that needed to be made.

New Public Management purports to be a method for increasing government’s responsiveness while decreasing costs. Costs do not only mean monetary ones, but those of all types of resources: leadership, staffing, support throughout government, citizen-support, among others. Horizontal management fits within a model that tries to increase responsiveness and decrease costs by allowing all stakeholders to become part of the solution. When stakeholders become part of the team responsible for setting standards and working cooperatively they increase buy-in and commitment to the project. Considering the challenges involved with a government that tries to protect critical infrastructure, much of which does not belong to that government, it is more than beneficial to work cooperatively: it is a requirement. The Government of Canada does not
have the resources that would be needed if it were to set policy for critical infrastructure protection on its own and to require all constituents to follow that policy. Private industry will always have greater resources in that sense simply because they can focus on their own specific interests and not try to cover everything. Working together with huge private industries all the way down to small business and municipalities created space to share knowledge and recognize that these issues were important to all, and all would have to be part of the solution. New frameworks for leadership, accountability and information sharing have needed to be developed, and this need will continue as each horizontal initiative will be unique. As more and more projects are operated with this framework such development will become “normalized,” with the partners involved recognizing the nature of their roles and the informal rules of interaction. As with any new enterprise, the initial investment in time, learning and re-learning, and selling the ideas to others is recovered as such methods of working become accepted as they are proven to succeed.

The decision made to consult with the public through the NCIAP consultations was a good one, as making use of the stakeholders’ input was necessary to increase the relevance of what OCIPEP was working on. The NCIAP achieved a measure of success in relationship-building with private sector organizations, even though it was run with fewer than 10 people. Likewise, the increase in sectors from six to ten better reflects departmental responsibility (with a few exceptions, unavoidable due to the integration of technology and infrastructures) and makes the sectors easier to comprehend and can let the public and stakeholders see better both the complexity of the task of protecting critical infrastructure, as well as how and where they fit in.
Partnering was recognized as one of the more successful initiatives, both within Canada and internationally. International partnerships were widely recognized as an area of strength, and other countries looked to OCIPEP as a leader and as an example of what could be done to work with such a difficult subject. Greater acceptance of critical infrastructure protection as a necessary concept was more or less agreed to by stakeholders, and this recognition was achieved through many meetings and consultations with involved parties. This was and will remain critical to much of the success of critical infrastructure protection, because it is not a task that one organization can do successfully on its own. The world of technology, and increasingly the world of economics, no longer recognizes borders and in order to protect critical infrastructure from new threats that may initiate anywhere the solutions need to go beyond borders as well.

Perhaps the most unique aspect of OCIPEP was that it was charged with the Government’s preparation and response to critical infrastructure threats, but it was not given the authority to require other departments or agencies to take specific actions. Of course this was a barrier to its success, and is why it cannot be compared directly with central agencies, though each had in common a location outside of line departments. This confusion of roles between those of a central agency and those of a traditional line department contributed to trouble in understanding how OCIPEP was pursuing its mandate, and the roles needed to be clarified.

Other difficulties included the yet unsolved problem of protecting private information through legislation, as private companies will continue to keep their information private until there is proof that it is protected if they share it with the Government. Even if it is possible to protect that information it will be a difficult job to
convince private organizations that it is in their interest to share such data with the Government of Canada. This may result in a comprehensive list of critical infrastructure never being made. As long as all stakeholders share and use “smart practices,” such a list may not be required.

The Government of Canada must create plans that include the Government of Canada as victim, an exercise that was embarrassingly demonstrated as a need during the August 2003 power outage. Such a situation proved the requirement for all departments to have their own plans for continuous operation in the case of an emergency, and how important redundancy is. The loss of public confidence during that particular situation will only be restored as Canadians learn how the Government is improving their own planning, not just encouraging Canadians to be ready for emergencies personally. It will take a great deal of public education to help average Canadians to understand the Government’s role in critical infrastructure protection, though it seems as if stakeholders both inside Canada and outside have become more knowledgeable of OCIPEP (and now PSEPC) and willing to partner.

The researcher was surprised and delighted with the ease of obtaining interview subjects as it is well known that this is often a difficult process for research. Subjects were all very helpful both in providing information and in suggesting further avenues for investigation. It was a pleasure to work with this sample of people.

**Recommendations**

The incorporation of OCIPEP into PSEPC has already been demonstrated to be a beneficial choice both in increased profile, due to being in a department that correlates more closely with the aims of critical infrastructure protection than did DND, and
because PSEPC has emerged as a high-profile department. The Auditor General’s report that was so critical of how OCIPEP’s operations took place made recommendations that are in line with many of the initiatives that PSEPC already had underway at the time the report was written. This bodes well for the future of the department and for critical infrastructure protection in Canada.

This departmental integration should also improve communication with the former Solicitor General’s department, which was responsible for any terrorism arising on Canadian soil; which obviously overlapped with parts of OCIPEP’s mandate. Issues of communication between these offices and the RCMP and CSIS will need to be worked out, but should increase the information available on all areas of responsibility which ideally will make the department more responsive than the components previously were.

In order to improve “buy-in” on the part of partners who are not compelled to work with the Government (e.g. private industry) consultations with parties who have a vested interest in protecting critical infrastructure are suggested with the purpose of developing a strategic set of goals. This could result in greater obligation on behalf of the partners as they contributed to the creation of the strategic plan, and the Government would be situated as a more relevant organization that is committed to taking the partners’ concerns seriously. This carries with it the risk of the Government losing some control over the process, but the potential gain of more committed partners could make the risk worthwhile.

A further recommendation is that OCIPEP take on the responsibility for managing interdependencies, and to let the industry/sectoral associations (such as the Canadian Telecommunications Emergency Preparedness Association, the Canadian Electricity
Association) be responsible for the critical infrastructure plans on the part of the private sector. This way the associations, which have the best knowledge of what is possible and desirable in their sectors, can regulate their member associations without the perception of increased governmental interference, which is a risk if the Government of Canada increases the regulation of these industries. There certainly is a role for the Government of Canada in helping communication and information-sharing to happen cross-sectors and between levels of government.

The need for better information-sharing, and a more organized approach to lessons learned was demonstrated in the communications sector between the 1998 ice storm and the 2003 blackout. One of the lessons learned from the ice storm was that telecommunications required fuel in order to run emergency generators, and that sector was a low priority for emergency fuel. This was an issue again during the power outage, and considering that it affected some of the same telecom businesses there was no reason why this was not followed up on. If organizations do not follow up on their own lessons learned how much more difficult is it for one sector to learn from the challenges to another sector? If there was a specific project that allocated time to compiling lessons and disseminating it to other organizations, with a follow up to help increase the practical use of the information, it might help the coherence of practical applications of critical infrastructure protection and improve its implementation.

If further research into this area is undertaken, interviews should be conducted with a greater number of subjects, and the sample should be chosen more systematically than the snowball sample used for this case study. There is always a risk in using a sample where the subjects are referred by other subjects that the group will self-select to
the point that only a narrow range of viewpoints are apparent, especially considering the small sample size. A more systematically chosen subject-set would decrease this possibility and widen the range of opinions and experiences.

It would also be interesting to carry out the interviews in person rather than over the telephone, due to the additional information that can be garnered by observing the subject’s body language and other non-verbal cues.

Canada’s horizontal approach to critical infrastructure protection was and continues to be a topic worthy of study and analysis. The view that Canada is a world leader in critical infrastructure protection can continue with an uninterrupted emphasis on partnering and sharing information globally. This requires a commitment to longitudinal funding, regardless of the political party in power. With such an emphasis on the desirability of horizontal critical infrastructure protection, Canada will continue to improve and build on OCIPEP’s success, and mitigate weakness.
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Appendix A.

E-mail inviting subjects to participate in this research

Sender: Marina Rountree (umrountr@cc.umanitoba.ca)
Subject: OCIPEP and horizontality research

My name is Marina Rountree, a graduate student in the Department of Political Studies at the University of Manitoba. As a requirement of my degree I am conducting research on the organization and management for the Office of Critical Infrastructure Protection and Emergency Preparedness. Part of my research includes phone interviews with a number of individuals connected to this organization. This letter is to invite you to participate in this research.

Research Goal: My research explores the nature of the Government of Canada's Critical Infrastructure Protection system, and its management from the time the office was established until until 2003, when OCIPEP was subsumed into the new Department for Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness.

I am hoping to interview you to discuss your views on OCIPEP and your experiences within the organization during the years outlined above. Each interview will be set up via e-mail to take place on the telephone at a time convenient for you. Anticipated timeframe of interviews is from 30 minutes to one hour, depending on the length of your responses, and the time that you have available. It is possible to continue the interview at another time convenient to each respondent, if necessary. After the information collected through interviews is assembled into a chapter format, I will send it to you for your review. You are not obligated in any way to provide further comment, however if you wish to clarify or change information that you have provided, it can be done at that time.

By proceeding to answer this e-mail, you are giving free and voluntary consent to participate in this project. Note, however, that you are free to withdraw at any point in time from the research project, without penalty, by simply advising me of your desire to withdraw. The information collected would at that point be destroyed, and no copies retained. Simply contact me via e-mail at umrountr@cc.umanitoba.ca, and any information collected up to that point would be destroyed.

Privacy:
If you choose to participate, please know that all records will be maintained in strict confidence at all times. All personal information collected is confidential and to be used for contact purposes only by the researcher. Information collected during the interview will be collected both through audio cassette connected to the telephone and via handwritten notes. If you prefer to be recorded in only one way, either audio or on paper, this can certainly be accommodated. Please state your request at the beginning of the
interview.

All audio cassettes and handwritten notes will be stored in a locked filing cabinet at my personal residence. Information will also be stored on my personal computer, which is password protected and not networked to any other computer. Also note that direct quotes, if used, will appear in an anonymous format (non-attributable) in the body of the final research paper. When the research is completed, the audio cassettes, notes and electronic files will be destroyed.

Final Paper:
The completed paper will be housed at the University of Manitoba library and Political Studies office. It can be sent to you upon completion via e-mail, either in its entirety or in summary if you would like.

For further information or clarification, please contact me at:
Marina Rountree (204) 284-8075 or <umrountr@cc.umanitoba.ca>.

Thank you for your time and I look forward to your response,

Marina Rountree
Graduate Student, Master of Arts

This research has been approved by the Joint-Faculty Research Ethics Board at the University of Manitoba If you have any concerns or complaints about this project you may contact any of the above-named persons or the Human Ethics Secretariat at 474-7122.